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Abstract 
Business intelligence project failures in organizations derive from various causes. Technological 
aspects regarding the use of business intelligence tools expose the problem of too complicated tool for 
operational users, lack of system scalability, dissatisfied software performance, and hard coded 
business requirements on the tools. This study was conducted in order to validate in-memory business 
intelligence advantages towards functionality, flexibility, performance, ease of use, and ease of 
development criteria. A case study research method had been applied to achieve the goals in this 
thesis. Primarily, a pilot study was carried out to collect the data both from literatures and interviews. 
Therefore, the design of test case had been developed. Types of testing can be divided into 2 
categories: BI functionality test and performance test. The test results reveal that in-memory business 
intelligence enhances conventional business intelligence performance by improving the software’s 
loading time and response time. At the meantime, it was proved to be flexible than rule-based, query-
based, and OLAP tools, whereas its functionality and ease of development were justified to be better 
than query-based system. Moreover, in-memory business intelligence provides a better ease of use 
over query-based and rule-based business intelligence tools. Pair wise comparisons and analyses 
between selected in-memory business intelligence tool, QlikView, and conventional business 
intelligence software, Cognos, SAS, and STB Reporter, from 3 banks were made in this study based 
on the aforementioned test results. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 
 
Similar to a very broad concept of management information systems (MIS), business intelligence (BI) 
is a helpful and convenient software technology for organizations to support the management decision 
making process. Whereas management information systems refer to a set of different automotive 
systems in different information management methods such as decision support systems (DSS) and 
executive information systems (EIS) (Brien 1999), business intelligence bears on a category of 
applications and technologies for data gathering, storing, analyzing, and accessing as a whole (Turban, 
Aronson, and Liang 2004).  
 
In recent years, means of management information systems, which collects, transforms, and presents 
operational data on a daily basis into information for effective decision making, has been moved to the 
term business intelligence (Doom 2009). This is due to the fact that many businesses tend to collect 
expanded amount of data during their daily operations. Larger quantities of data can be processed and 
transferred into valuable information that is useful for better business decisions. For example, with a 
collection of sales, stores, types of product, and types of customers, sale managers will be able to 
determine commercial strategy to increase the company’s sales volume. 
 
Business intelligence is beneficial for organizations in a way of its ability to deal with huge volume of 
data from various sources (Sell, da Silva, Beppler, Napoli, Ghisi, Pacheco, and Todesco 2008). An 
essence of data management in business intelligence is to analyze historical data of the business which 
is stored in a place called data warehouse (Doom 2009). Simply saying, data warehouse is a database 
used for reporting. By obtaining knowledge and useful information for future prediction, it provides 
solutions of transforming data into information along decision making support process through 
computer-based analytical tools to the users (Sell, da Silva, Beppler, Napoli, Ghisi, Pacheco, and 
Todesco 2008). In this paper, the term “users” is divided into 3 groups, IT users, operational users, 
and management users. “IT users” refer to IT developers who implement business intelligence 
systems. “Operational users” are the business people that regularly interact with the developed 
business intelligence system and view reports in details, whereas “management users” are the ones 
that benefit from business intelligence reports and take overview interest of the report results. 
 
Business intelligence tools can be classified into three main categories based on functional criteria as 
below (Finlay 1998). 
 

1.  Data oriented tools 
 

These types of business intelligence tools offer IT users with ad-hoc query support in order to 
manage with different kinds of data. The mechanism of data management is only simply dealt 
with classic relational database in both database and data warehouse environment. Database 
query tools are renowned example for data oriented business intelligence instruments. 
Software applications that are widely used for database query tools include Microsoft SQL 
Server and MySQL. 
 
2.  Decision oriented tools 
 
Decision oriented tools provide more chances for IT and operational users to access, collect, 
manage, and transform data into information, which later will become a knowledge, rather 
than data oriented tools. Queries that need to use are totally different from database query 
tools. Decision oriented tools can be divided into two subtypes – Spreadsheets and Online 
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Analytical Processing (OLAP). The difference between these tools is that spreadsheets afford 
functionality of report creation 
and information management with a key feature of entire sheet recalculation after any 
alterations to a cell (Rud 2009), whereas OLAP provides a whole package of capability for 
rapid, consistent, and interactive access into data with various dimensions of enterprise 
information for decision making analysis. Microsoft Excel is an obvious example of 
Spreadsheet software, while well-known OLAP tools in today’s market comprise of Crystal 
Reports, IBM Cognos, Oracle Hyperion, and SAP Business Objects (Shaw 2011). 
 
3.  Model oriented tools 
 
This type of business intelligence tools accommodates with the function of characteristic 
searching of data in the database. Its outcome will turn into a model or set of patterns of data 
(Berndt, Hevner, and Studnicki 1999). Clear example of model oriented business intelligence 
instruments is Data mining tools. Commercial data mining software and applications are such 
as SAS Enterprise Miner, SPSS Modeler, and STATISTICA Data Miner.  

 
 
The above mentioned categories of business intelligence tools are typically used and generally 
provided in today’s vendor market. In this paper, these three types of business intelligence tools will 
be named as “Conventional Business Intelligence”. 
 
The conventional business intelligence approaches are mostly based on OLAP and database query 
tools which facilitate to extract, sort, summarize, and display the data. OLAP technology is important 
to business enterprises since it performs functions through multi-dimensional view of data in order to 
have a rapid, interactive, and consistent access to queries (Spil, Stegwee, and Teitink 2002). 
 
However, these conventional business intelligence approaches expose some limitations while 
inquiring and maintaining information for businesses. OLAP and query-based tool architectures rely 
on a pre-calculation of all measures over association of various separate tables (Brintex 2010). 
Different dimensional views for managerial decision making should be defined earlier and all required 
data need to be calculated and loaded into tables prior to any user requests. Consequently, fixed result 
for an analysis will be stored in tables and retrieved whenever there is a request from users. According 
to this fact, the business rule definitions are usually hard coded on business intelligence applications 
(QlikView 2010a). People do not have full access to data through business intelligence software for 
the reason that some data is available only to discrete queries and it requires a business analyst or IT 
specialist to handle on every single query at any time there is a change. 
 
Nowadays, with the possible enabling technologies of faster-speed and increased amount of memory 
in processors, business intelligence tools have recently moved to the new technology of ‘in-memory’ 
based architecture (Chaudhuri, Dayal, and Narasayya 2011). In contrast with conventional business 
intelligence solutions, there are no pre-aggregate calculations in this in-memory based technique. All 
associations and data management are performed on the fly at the engine level instead of the 
application level. By avoid keeping data into disks in the form of tables, data is stored in the random 
access memory (RAM) and all calculations will be executed at any time there is a request instead of 
tying data into single query. In-memory based data architecture allows users to select a data point with 
unfired queries. Whenever the users submit their requests, the display of selected data will be 
highlighted, as well as other related and unrelated data sets will immediately be filtered, re-combined 
and shown in different colors. Figure 1 is an example graphical user interface of in-memory based 
business intelligence. 
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Figure 1 In-memory Based Business Intelligence Graphical User Interface (QlikView 2010a) 

 
The simple way to examine data with the above graphical user interface is to point and click. The 
software engine automatically forms a query right after clicked action on a field value or any other 
interested items. Thereafter, it rapidly responds to the mouse click and brings the data up to date to all 
displayed objects on screen. This is generally a feature that is deprived of structured query script 
formulation from users.The ways of presenting results of query vary by different in-memory business 
intelligence vendors, but all of them similarlyprovides a quick filter of information that responds to the 
needs for big data management.For example, in figure 1 t applies the use of colors to indicate the 
query results from a mouse click. The value that user clicks are shown in green, called selected value. 
The values that associate with the clicked value are still shown in white are called optional values, 
whereas the other values that are not associated with the clicked value are displayed with grey 
background and are called excluded values. These are on the other hand different from conventional 
business intelligence, OLAP and database query-based tools, which require IT and operational users to 
formulate structured query scripts by themselves. (Microsoft 2010) (Oracle 2009) (Qlikview 2006) 
 
This high-speed association technology enables more immediate response and easiness of the software 
to work with million cells of data. In addition, it advocates in closing the gap between isolated query 
and the whole existing business context. The technology does help to get rid of the problem of 
business rule colligation onto the business intelligence software. This novel sort of business 
intelligence architecture is called “In-memory Business Intelligence” or “Associative Business 
Intelligence” (QlikView 2010a)(Microsoft 2010). 
 
However, after a literature review on in-memory database related technology,it turns out that most of 
the studies devoted to the access methods and implementation techniques for in-memory database 
systems.A column-oriented databaseapproachis the most commonly interested topic in the area. In 
general, the studies mainly lie on a presentation of different techniques on column-store database(Min 
2010)(Plattner 2009) (Schaffner, Kruger, Müller, Hofmann, and Zeier 2009), followed by other in-
memory database approaches such as data compression technique (Unat, Hromadka, and Baden 2009) 
(Zobel 1999). Both column-oriented and data compression approches are used by today’s large in-
memory business intelligence vendors. Apart from that, there exists some resolutions to cope with the 
in-memory database limitations such as system durability issue inthe volatile storage(Kraft, Casale, 
Jula, Kilpatrick, and Greer 2012) (Müller, Eickhoff, Zeier, and Plattner 2011). Nevertheless, when it 
comes to business intelligence application of in-memory database technology, there is still a lack of 
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study that compares the benefits betweenusing conventional and in-memory business intelligence in 
the real organizations. The only available and fruitful information is the advantages of in-memory 
compared to conventional business intelligence technology, which basically derives from the white 
papers.  
 

1.2 Problem statement 
 
Several types of failures in business intelligence projects have been experienced in organizations 
(Berndt, Hevner, and Studnicki 1999). Major causes of their pitfalls can be classified into two main 
areas — technological and managerial oriented aspect. The technological prospect consists of data 
architecture and related consideration problems, whereas managerial oriented aspect includes the 
problem of realistic expectation setting of business intelligence for enterprises, scope of development 
and management, and customer and enterprise’s importance toward business intelligence 
implementation (Wise 2010).  
 
Taking a look into data architecture and associated considerations, one of the main reasons in business 
intelligence project failure derives from insufficient technical design of business intelligence software 
system (Lotk 2010). This might cause from the fact of too complicated tools for operational users and 
the lack of scalability of the system (Berndt, Hevner, and Studnicki 1999). Consequently, an 
unsatisfactory performance in data warehousing system leads to a limited acceptance from business 
intelligence users (Sell, da Silva, Beppler, Napoli, Ghisi, Pacheco, and Todesco 2008). Importantly, it 
appears that there exists a gap between company’s analytical requirements and conventional business 
intelligence solutions composing of data warehouse, ETL, and conventional OLAP tools. This is 
because the conventional business intelligence with database query and OLAP tools relies on pre-
aggregate calculations prior to user requests, hence business rule definitions are basically hard coded 
on ETL and it is quite costly in time and money for companies since the business rules generally often 
change. Moreover, regarding the managerial oriented aspect, most of business intelligence projects 
face on the problems of over-budget and slipped schedule for implementation (Berndt, Hevner, and 
Studnicki 1999). According to these problems, financial sector, especially on the banking businesses, 
is one of the most affected industries on the application of business intelligence projection to an 
organization. 
 
This thesis aims to address major technological problems of conventional business intelligence 
systems, which are regularly experienced in organizations. The problems are listed below. 
 

• Too complicated tools for operational users 
• Lack of scalability of the systems 
• Unsatisfied software performance 
• Hard coded business rules on business intelligence tools   

 

1.3 Research question 
 
As mentioned in the problem statement, the technical designs of conventional business intelligence 
software systems in organizations are fairly insufficient. This exposes crucial constraints to an 
implementation of business intelligence in regards to integration of the business processes. However, 
with an emergence of in-memory business intelligence in recent technology advances, the process of 
storing and analyzing data via main-memory storage are expected to solve existing technological 
problems. Nonetheless, nowadays there is a lack of academic study in in-memory business intelligence 
area whether it can actually solve problems for the practical implementation in organizations or not. 
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According to this fact, it leads to the main research question in this thesis that can be described as 
follows: 
 
Does in-memory business intelligence solve theconventional business intelligence problems in 1.2 as 
well as the practical problemsunder the criteria of functionalities provided, performance, the ease of 
use, and the ease of development? 
 
The practical problems refer to the problems that is derived from the interviews in chapter 4. It reflects 
conventional business intelligence in pragmatic routines, whereas the problems in 1.2 reflects more on 
the theoretical side. 
 
In addition, four criteria mentioned above, functionalities, performance, the ease of use, and the ease 
of development, are the key criteria to evaluate how effective of the business intelligence 
application(HypatiaReserach 2009). 
 

1.4 Purpose and goals 
 
This research aims to address the problem of complicated business intelligence tools, lack of tools’ 
scalability, software performance, and often changed and hard coded business rules in conventional 
business intelligence tools by introducing the technology of in-memory business intelligence.  
 
The following statements describe research goals for the study. 
 

• To testify that in-memory business intelligence can solve certain problems of conventional 
business intelligence system. 

• To identify the features that make conventional business intelligence tools difficult to use. 
• To identify the features of in-memory business intelligence tools that overcome the difficulty 

of conventional business intelligence tools. 
 

1.5 Expected result 
 
The expected result from this research is a comparison between conventional and in-memory business 
intelligence features that cause and overcome the difficulty in using business intelligence tools. 

1.6 Target audience 
 
Even though the business intelligence users could be anyone from various organizations, it is 
important to narrow down the targeted field of interest in order to make the research goals achievable. 
In this case, the only group of business intelligence users in this research is banking business users, 
both IT and operational, who perform testing, clarify their business requirements, and give feedbacks. 
 
Therefore, this study will be useful for banking organizations that are looking to increase the 
flexibility of their business intelligence solutions. With better understanding of the difference between 
conventional and in-memory business intelligence, the business owners, management users, and 
operational users will be able to find their business criteria in order to select appropriate business 
intelligence architecture for their organizations. 
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1.7 Limitations 
 
Data collection for this research is made through interviews and assessment after software testing from 
IT and operational business intelligence users. However, the scope of empirical study is limited only 
to banking businesses that still have their own existing business intelligence systems in Thailand. 
Three different sizes of the banks in Thailand will be selected to be the case studies — small, medium, 
and large. Participated business intelligence users for interviews and software testing include 
operational users and IT application supporters in order to get viewpoints from both user and technical 
oriented. In this place, operational users refer to the business officers who perform daily routine 
operations on business intelligence software, whereas IT application supporters, or IT users, are 
responsible for solving technical problems from business intelligence applications. 
 
Furthermore, description and details of in-memory business intelligence technical features in this 
paper will be described basically based on the company white papers. According to this fact, it is 
possible that the research might be biased with the reference of these commercial white papers which 
generally lean towards the benefits of their software solutions. However, in order to alleviate these 
biases, the stage of testing in the research method process is set up to validate the benefits that 
mentioned in the company white papers. This consists both of usability test and performance test, but 
not includes for the security testing. 
 
Eventually, the process of obtaining feedback results from user opinions after performing the tests can 
possibly expose a chance for bias. This is due to the fact that software comparisons are made through 
existing systems against the completely new system. Since the users have been used their own existing 
systems for a long time, whereas they have not been experienced in using in-memory business 
intelligence before, thus, this may cause the bias either towards the existing or in-memory business 
intelligence system. That is, the test persons might favor the old systems by the reason that they are 
familiar with it, or they might prefer in-memory business intelligence because they are tired of the old 
systems.   
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2. Research Method 

2.1 Research method alternatives 
 
This thesis aims to examine research methodology over a qualitative studying. Looking into the 
methodology paradigm, quantitative research attempts to make an objective description of phenomena 
and the relationships among specific variables in order to develop models or theories as a matter of 
phenomena (Taylor 2005). Its measurement process requires numerical data from empirical 
observations, as an evaluation is done through the use of statistical method. The qualitative research 
aims to develop a deep understanding and acquire human perspectives of the phenomena, whereas 
quantitative research is used to verify or support that specific hypotheses of the research are true. 
Considering the aim of this research, it tries to figure out the problems of conventional business 
intelligence by identifying difficult features and introducing the new features of in-memory business 
intelligence that resolve the problems. This is flexible enough to figure out any new undiscovered 
problems for the study. In addition, a significance of finding relationships between variables seems to 
be less important than gathering an in-depth understanding in the problem situation.  
 
Qualitative research approach consists of 4 major research methods: phenomenology, ethnography, 
grounded theory, and case study (Patton 2002).  
 

• Phenomenology  
 
This method is used to describe the knowledge that relates each empirical observation of 
phenomena to each other (Patton 2002). It is basically consistent with the fundamental theory, 
but does not come directly from the theory. In general, researchers search for commonalities 
in each observation of the study, rather than focusing on the uniqueness of single observation. 
Phenomenology tries to discover the meaning, structure, and essence of phenomena, i.e. it is a 
study of population, so that it tends to use a large number of observations.The way of 
collecting data is usually an open-ended interview. 
 

• Ethnography 
 

• An ethnography method aims to investigate cultural phenomena by describing and collecting 
data that is used to help in order to develop the theory (Hammersley 1990). It relies heavily on 
personal experience and participation of the ethnological researchers, not only by the 
observations. Ethnography is regularly used in the field of anthropology and sociology, so that 
it is a means to present and describe the culture of people. 
 

• Grounded theory 
 

A systematic grounded theory method involves in a discovery of theory that consists of both 
inductive and deductive thinking.Its goal is to formulate hypotheses of the study based on 
conceptual ideas, as well as to verify these hypotheses by comparing data gathered on the 
different levels of abstraction. Thus, the theory is ”grounded” directly in the empirical data. 
Key question in order to obtain results in this method is that ”which theory or explanation 
emerges from an analysis of the data collected about this phenomenon?” (Patton 2002). Stages 
of data analysis in grounded theory method start from data collection, which entails marked 
key points, i.e. units, of the data. These key points are later grouped into the concepts. Then, 
based from these similar concepts, the categories are formed to generate a theory. Generally, 
grounded theory requires iterative research design and exhaustive comparison between small 
units of data. 
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• Case study 

 
A case study research provides an exploration or understanding of data through analysis or 
detailed account of one or more cases. Purpose of the case study research is to understand a 
unique existence of the cases; thereafter, knowledge from the study will be used to apply to 
other cases. It usually encompasses several in-depth interviews for each case that investigate 
the unique aspects of the case. Initially, the cases and participants need to be selected by 
considering their unique attributes. These unique properties of the cases are basically of 
interest in the study. Case study research focuses on defining the cases’ features and their 
differences that show out from the large population, then it attempts to understand what and 
why makes them such different. In addition, the sample sizes in case study are mainly small. 

 
 
Considering phenomenology and ethnography, these two methods are used to describe phenomena and 
human culture, which usually needlong period and a large amount of observations.However, due to the 
limitations of time and number of available sample resources in this study, phenomenology and 
ethnography are not considered as the choices of research methods. Besides, these two of research 
methodology imply the difficulty in analysis and interpertation of data, so that they might require an 
expertise of researcher. 
 
Hence, the rest of qualitative research methods, grounded theory and case study, will be examined as 
alternative scientific methods in this thesis. 
 
These two methods focus on understanding, explaining, and/or predicting the subject matter. Even 
though they utilize several of the same approaches for data collection, both of them have different 
goals. Grounded theory aims to develop the theories that describe the situations in particular, whereas 
case study attempts to describe contemporary situations based on real-life context of the cases.In 
addition, there are certain differences that researchers need to be aware of when applying grounded 
theory methodology and case study paradigm. Glaser & Strauss (1967) suggested that grounded theory 
method should have no pre-conceived hypothesis or ideas, while Yin (1994) recommended that case 
study approach gains the most advantages from prior development of theoretical suggestions in order 
to guide the ways for data collection and analysis.Grounded theory requires more in analysis process 
rather than simple investigation of data.It may take several attempts before you can stop the stage of 
analysis and then start forming the theory. Many researchers might be uncertain when they should 
finish analysis process.This means that the grounded theory methodology also demands researchers’ 
expertise. Grounded theory method is a powerful way for collecting, analyzing, and drawing 
conclusions especially for the hard sciences, i.e. natural or physical sciences that the subject matters 
are investigated by hypotheses and experiments. 
 
On the other hand, case study method is usually guided by a framework and it is meaningful to 
examine such complex contemporary phenomena (Yin 1994). It is used to gain in-depth understanding 
and meaning of the situation, so that the interest is in discovery rather than confirmation. The use of 
case study method can be judged by four factors: nature of research questions, amount of control over 
variables during the study, desired results,  and identification of bounded system under investigation 
(Merriam 1998). Basically, case study is suitable for the research questions that aim to explain a 
specific phenomenon by answering ”how” and ”why”. However, we commonly use the case study 
approach when it is not possible to control all variables that are of interest to the study. Besides, case 
study is usually used as a means to examine broader phenomenon. So, its end results can derive from 
nature, history background, physical settings, and other contexts. Finally, it is important that we are 
able to specify ”bounded system” that have unique features occuring within boundary of the case. 
 
Due to the reasons all above, it seems that the case study method is suitable to address the research 
question in this thesis. It mayneed too much time and expertise if we try to develop some kinds of 
theories in grounded theory that describes how in-memory business intellignece can solve 
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conventional problems. On the contrary, by following case study approach, we investigate and 
describe how in-memory business intelligence works based on practical use in 
organizations.Furthermore, you can see that theresearch question in this thesis derives from 
information stated in the white papers. Although it is not a real theorethical proposition, in-memory 
business intelligence benefits in white papers acts as a preliminary study framework; this adopts the 
case study research concept. Besides, it is hard to control variables during the study such as numbers 
of years of experience in using business intelligence and types of conventional business intelligence 
systems. 
 

2.2 Research method techniques 
 
Key strength of case study method is that it is able to deal with a variety of evidence such as 
documents, artefacts, observations and interviews (Merriam 1998). Another way of saying, different 
research techniques can be applied with case study method. Table below describes the strengths and 
weaknesses of different techniques used for case study. 
 

Research Techniques Strengths Weaknesses 
Documentation • Stable and allow repeated 

review 
• Unobtrusive 
• Exist prior to the case study 
• Give exact names and terms 
• Broad coverage 

 

• Difficult to retrieve 
• Biasselectivity 
• Bias report can reflect author 

bias 

Archival Records • Same as documentation 
• Precise and quantitative 
 

• Same as documentation 
• Privacy might prohibit access 
 

Interviews • Target and focus on case study 
topic 

• Provide perceived causal 
inferences 

• Bias due to poor question 
• Incomplete recollection 
• Interviewee might express what 

interviewer wants to hear 
 

Direct Observation • Reflect to reality 
• Cover event context 

• Time-consuming 
• Incompleted selection: might 

miss some facts 
• Observer’s presence might 

cause change 
• Take time for observation 

 
Participant Observation • Same as direct observation 

• Increase insight into 
interpersonal behavior 

• Same as direct observation 
• Bias due to investigator’s 

actions 
 

Physical Artifacts • Insightful into cultural features 
• Insightful into technical 

operations 
 

• Biased selectivity 
• Availability 

 
Table 1 Strengths and Weaknesses of Different Case Study Techniques (Yin 1994). 
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Due to different pros and cons of each technique, Yin (1994) suggested the researchers to use multiple 
sources of data, so that it increases reliability and reduces biasof the data. This is generally called 
triangulation of evidence. However, availability of information and time duration also come into the 
major obstacles. Thus, some of the techniques are not valid for the study. In this thesis, an access to 
archival records and physical artifacts is not available based on information confidentiality of 
organizations. Anyhow, documentation, interviews, and participant observation are possible, but 
wealso need to take into consideration of the cost spent and our own abilities to carry out the task. 
 
The main research technique in this thesis is interview since we consider that it is the most important 
source of case study information. The interview could be one of several forms such as open-ended, 
focused, structured, or semi-structured. However, we decided to use“Semi-structured interview” for 
data collection that contains a set of pre-formulated questions but allows an interviewee to respond in 
open-ended answers.The reason is that we can control the direction of answered results and set the 
study scope by using pre-formulated questions. At the same time, open-ended answers allow us to 
investigate the situation and helps us to dicover key information from the cases. 
 
Documentation technique is also applied at the beginning of the thesis for the reason that we can 
oftenly revisit information, shape out, and design study structure in the early stage. Forthe participant 
observation technique, although it can consume a lot of time, we consider that a participant 
involvement is important and still needed for the case study research. In this case, we decide to shorten 
the time of observation and adopt a user involvement as the main part of research test case to verify in-
memory business intelligence benefits. An application of this research technique will be discussed in 
the next section. 
 
Apart from that,ethical deliberations in this thesis lie on discussion between a general principle of 
openness and needs for confidentiality of data. Concerning the openness in relation to the public at 
large, the main purpose is to gain trust, convince, and educate to the society. Individual information of 
all participants from interviews such as years of experience and occupational position are exposed to 
increase reliability of the thesis. Similar to the business intelligence data flow architecture of 
organizations, i.e. the selected cases, these are also described and illustrated in the thesis. However, 
when it comes to a private identityof information e.g. name of participant, or name of the bank, we 
take into consideration of personal and company’s own right.Hence, such information is reserved to 
the public. 
 

2.3 Research method application 
 

In this thesis, We adopt qualitative approach that investigates and proposes any conclusions based on 
particular case studies by examining full context with participants. Specific research techniques, 
interviews, documentation, and participant observation, either have been applied in order to fulfill the 
research goals.  
 
The case study research has been designed and basically divided into 7 steps, but there are 3 main 
research techniques apply through the whole study.As mentioned earlier, archival record, direct 
observation, and physical artifact technique are not considered due to information availability and the 
cost of time.Nevertheless, instead of using archival records, we decide to adopt literature reviewas a 
documentation technique to obtain general information about conventional business intelligence 
problems. This helps us to gain a precise and broad coverage for a better understanding of research 
question. Due to this reason, literature review has been used in the beginning stage of the research 
process. In addition, collecting literature information from reliable sources can reduce our own bias 
selectivity at the same time. 
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Consequently, we still need the data as input source of the research. Apart from broad information 
from literature review, focused information to the cases is required, so that semi-structured interview 
technique is used to discover the targeted facts. Then, the test case design will be conducted and 
testing tasks are operated; this aims to adopt participant observation techniqueto gain the insight of 
user perception towards in-memory business intelligence. However, to observe the participants might 
take more than years and we might misinterpret personal behavior without direct and concrete 
questions to the points of the study. Thus, an application of participant observation has been done in a 
way that let the experience business intelligence users perform testing on in-memory business 
intelligence tool, and later give their own opinions towards the tool in the form of questionnaire. 
 
Moreover, an ethical deliberation in an application to case study methodmainly focus on precise and 
transparent communication to participants.To ensure that participants understandthe researchpurpose, 
technological knowledge, and how to conduct testing clearly, information about research has been 
communicatedin several ways.Since the author resides remotely from participants, we consider that 
the best way is to describe in-memory business intelligence benefits and how it works via vdo 
demonstration. Besides, in order to make sure that the same information is communicated for the tasks 
for testing, detailed steps have been described through written documents.Afterwards, we asked for 
participants’ feedback whether they had understood clearly or not.The results from testing are also 
gathered through the feedback questionnaire. To increase transparency, this questionnaire is reviewed 
by the thesis supervisor to make sure that there is no leading questions. In addition, participants have 
their own rights not to be the part of the study in case they are discomfort or inconvenience to do so. 
 
To make it clearer, several stages of the case study research are established and organized to create 
inputs from each step followed by each step accordingly. Generally, specific research method process 
is designed to answer the research question in which the in-memory business intelligence actually 
solves certain problems of conventional business intelligence systems or not. Thus, main tasks of this 
thesis are to formulate the design of test cases and later perform the tasks for testing to verify the 
benefits between conventional and in-memory business intelligence systems. Basically, to ensure that 
the certain problems of conventional business intelligence truly exist in real organizations, we 
established the stage of pilot study which consists of literature review and semi-structured interviews. 
This pilot study produces results in order to process the design of test cases in the next coming stage. 
The entire process of research methodology can be divided into 9 stages as illustrated in figure 2.  
 



 
 

 
 

Figure 2Research Method Process 



 
 

1.  Primary literature review 
 
The first stage is a primary literature review which is carried out through literature study such as 
books, journals, and white papers. Primary literature review aims to examine essential information and 
critical points of a primary knowledge in this thesis, i.e. in-memory business intelligence which relies 
on the technology of in-memory database system. Thus, the study in this stage can be divided into 2 
tasks – task 1.1 “Key functionalities of in-memory database system” and task 1.2 “Limitations of in-
memory database system”. Generally, task 1.1 targets to seek for information regarding key 
functionalities of in-memory database system that differs from conventional business intelligence. 
However, the information of critical points which exposes some limitations on in-memory database 
system is a necessity for neutral explanation in the thesis. In this case, task 1.2 purposes to figure out 
the limitations or critical awareness on the application of in-memory database system. Overall, task 
1.1 and 1.2 in the first stage are aligned with subsections in chapter 3 “In-memory Business 
Intelligence Overview” in this thesis. 
 
 
2.  Pilot study 
 
Second is the stage of pilot study. Primarily, the pilot study aims to collect data from literatures and 
interviews to create inputs for the real study in stage 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. In order to answer a research 
question that in-memory business intelligence does solve the problems in conventional business 
intelligence or not, data collection both from literatures and real organizations has been gathered to 
ensure an existence of the certain problems in both theoretical and practical way. Thereafter, the test 
case design process will be achieved based on these collected information. According to this fact, 
research tasks in pilot study stage can be separated into 2 main types: task 2.1 “Literature review” and 
task 2.2 “Semi-structured interviews”. 

 
• Task 2.1: Literature review 

 
Precisely, task 2.1 can be divided again into task 2.1.1 “Conventional business intelligence 
problems in literature” and task 2.1.2 “Available in-memory business intelligence software 
vendors”. Task 2.1.1 purposes to inquire major causes of conventional business intelligence 
from literature that lead projects into failures; in this way it produces a part of inputs for 
analysis and discussions in stage 6 and 7, whereas task 2.1.2 provides information of leading 
in-memory business intelligence software vendors on today’s market as an input for stage 4, a 
software selection.  

 
• Task 2.2: Semi-structure interview 

 
Meanwhile, task 2.2 is accomplished via semi-structured interviews from 3 of Thai banks as 
the case studies in this thesis. Participants for interviews in this stage consist of operational 
users and IT users. These interviews have gone into specific details as described earlier as a 
qualitative research method approach. To make it clearer, task 2.2 was split into 3 subtasks 
consisting on task 2.2.1, 2.2.2, and 2.2.3.  
 
Basically, task 2.2.1 “Phone call interview” aims to collect information of operational 
activities on existing business intelligence, which will be used for the process of test case 
design development in the next coming stage.  
 
At the meantime, task 2.2.2 “Questionnaire interview” contains information of problem exist 
in the real organizations apart from problems in literature, features needed on business 
intelligence systems, and criteria to evaluate business intelligence application. Based on this 
collected information, criteria to evaluate business intelligence application provide the most 
important fact to decide how many kinds of testing will be carried out in this thesis. Key 
criteria have been collected from users to select the appropriate business intelligence system to 
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work with. As a result, key top-four criteria consist of software functionality, flexibility, 
performance, and security. However, only functionality and performance test have been 
conducted in this thesis. Detailed explanation about testing will be described on the next stage. 
At the same time, some of daily operational activity information are chosen and ordered into 
the list of tasks. These tasks represent essential and common procedures of IT and operational 
users corresponding with existing business intelligence/reporting systems. Moreover, features 
needed for business intelligence have been used to develop the tasks for BI functionality test 
in stage 3, as well as to provide an input for the software selection in stage 4. Important 
business intelligence features are considered as benchmark functions, and key criteria are used 
in order to select an appropriate software vendor. 
 
Similarly, information gathered from task 2.2.3 “Post-interview” comprises of existing 
sample reports, which is used to create the tasks for BI functionality test for the next stage. 
These sample reports are the business requirements depending on each case study in this 
thesis. 

 
The disposition outline of several tasks on stage 2 in figure 2 is aligned with the content in chapter 4 
“Pilot study”. 
 
 
3.  Design of test cases 
 
Third is a test case design stage. Based on collected information from the pilot study, this stage is 
concerned with the ways of designing processes and generating results to accomplish research goals. 
Since the research goals consist of a testification of in-memory business intelligence to solve 
conventional business intelligence problems, as well as to figure out difficult conventional business 
intelligence features and in-memory business intelligence features that overcome the problems, main 
tasks in this stage are to create test cases to verify benefits of in-memory business intelligence and 
obtain research findings. Generally, test case design process can be separated into task 3.1 “BI 
functionality test design” and task 3.2 “Performance test design”. Information from task 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 
and 2.2.3 are needed as inputs for a BI functionality test case design to create a list of tasks for testing 
and feedback questionnaire.  BI functionality test aims to measure user opinion regarding features and 
flexibility of in-memory business intelligence, so the types of questions in questionnaire are mixed 
between closed and open-ended questions, for example, choice of categories, differential scale rating, 
and filling answer in the blank. Meanwhile, performance test can be broken down into task 
3.2.1“Loading time test” and task 3.2.2 “Response time test” due to the fact that the process of table 
loading consumes a lot of time on business intelligence tool, and also there consists of a frequent 
interaction with software’s graphical user interface from users. The disposition outline of research 
design stage in figure 2 is aligned with the content in chapter 5 “Design of test cases”. 
 
 
4.  Software selection 
 
Next is the stage of software selection. This stage is done based on gathered information from task 
2.1.2 and 2.2.2 in order to select in-memory business intelligence software for testing. Detailed 
illustration of information from each software vendor with the criterion of functionality, flexibility, 
and performance is explained and compared. Consequently, a summarization of the first and second 
best fit software vendor for each evaluation criterion will be described, and followed by a selection of 
in-memory business intelligence software vendor for testing. In addition, since the conventional 
business intelligence for testing in this thesis derive from existing business intelligence software of the 
three case studies, a selection process of conventional business intelligence has not been directly 
conducted. Alternatively, a description of main features and particular business intelligence software 
architecture from the case studies has been made instead. An explanation on the stage of software 
selection can be described in chapter 6 “Software Selection”. 
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5.  Testing 
 
Thereafter, it is the stage for testing. This stage is divided into two parts:  task 5.1 “BI functionality 
testing” and task 5.2 “performance testing”.For BI functionality testing, it is the users’ responsibility, 
both operating users and IT users, to test on in-memory business intelligence application based on the 
list of tasks for testing created from task 3.1 “BI functionality test design”. These tasks represent 
important operational routine works of business intelligence users during the day gathered from 
interviews in the second stage. The selected in-memory business intelligence software from a previous 
stage is installed on the banks’ client sites and BI functionality testing process is done via testing 
environment of the banks. BI functionality test generates results in the form of feedback questionnaire 
used for an evaluation for task 6.1 “BI functionality analysis” in the next stage. Besides, for the 
performance testing, a simulation of similar table structures to the banks running on in-memory 
business intelligence software has been conducted through a separated computer machine.There are 
two types of performance testing in this study, i.e. task 5.2.1 “Loading time test” and task 5.2.2 
“Response time test” as mentioned earlier in the third stage. Both task 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 produces output 
for “Performance analysis” in the task 6.2. Detailed explanation for BI functionality test and 
performance test can be found in chapter 7 and 8 accordingly. 
 
 
6.  Analysis 
 
The next stage is for an analysis. This stage provides a pair wise comparison between in-memory and 
existing business intelligence from the case studies. A close examination of the test results and a 
validation of in-memory business intelligence benefits over the problems gathered both from literature 
and interview from task 2.1.1 and 2.2.2 have been provided. Moreover, this stage also includes a 
critical explanation and behind reasons to make judgments and determine an appropriateness of in-
memory business intelligence software based on the obtained results from testing. Basically, this stage 
can be divided into 3 main tasks: task 6.1 “Software comparison”, task 6.2 “BI functionality 
analysis”, and task 6.3 “Performance analysis”. Task 6.1 uses input information from both task 5.1 
“BI functionality test” and task 5.2 “Performance test” to provide the comparisons for every test cases 
of the thesis. For the time being task 6.2 makes use of information provided from task 5.1 “BI 
functionality test”, while task 6.3 analyzes the obtained results from both task 5.2.1 “Loading time 
test” and task 5.2.2 “Response time test” on the subject of software performance. A description of 
analysis stage can be seen in chapter 9 “Analysis”. 
 
 
7.  Discussions 
 
Consequently, the discussions of the thesis have been made. Main purposes of this stage are to sum up 
and discuss the main findings from the obtained test results, BI functionality test, loading time test, 
and response time test, in general. A validation of in-memory business intelligence towards problems 
collected from task 2.1.1 and task 2.2.2 has been summarized and repeated in this part. Furthermore, 
this stage also describes limitations of research method used, source of errors, and a chance for bias of 
the test results, as well as an opportunity opened for in-memory business intelligence software. An 
explanation for this stage is available in chapter 10 “Discussions”. 
 
 
8.  Conclusions 
 
Finally, the last stage describes the conclusion of this thesis. The main findings related to research 
purpose and goals are summarized, as well as an implication for business organizations is drawn out. 
A description for this part can be seen in chapter 11 “Conclusions”. 
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3. In-memory Business 
Intelligence Overview 

This chapter provides prior background knowledge to the readers for a better understanding in in-
memory business intelligence, which is based on the technology of in-memory database system. 
Section 3.1 illustrates key functionalities of in-memory database system, whereas section 3.2 describes 
limitations of in-memory database system. 
 
In-memory business intelligence is a new method for an analysis of data during the past few years 
even though in-memory database technology has existed for around 30 years (Jain 2010). The primary 
reason is that 64-bit computing has just commonly available recently and in-memory business 
intelligence was not practical before that. Data in in-memory business intelligence is simply being 
held and analyzed into main memory, i.e. Random Access Memory (RAM), unlike conventional 
business intelligence which keeps data into the disk storage. Generally, all measures are not pre-
calculated in the similar way as conventional business intelligence, but instead rely on the memory 
speed to let the measured values to be calculated on the fly as they are needed. However, not only the 
way of storing data into RAM is the difference, but also the querying style which varies by different 
software vendors. In-memory business intelligence approaches are nowadays offered by various 
vendors which consist of three main solutions – fast query engine, on-demand calculations, and 
visually interactive user interface (SageSoftware 2007). Some vendors, such as Microsoft PowerPivot 
offer only rapid query with no calculations or visual user interface, while some other, such as 
QlikView and IBM Cognos TM1, maintain implementations of cubes that are stored inside the 
physical memory. 
 
Fast query engine allows the IT and operational users to query data and present it immediately. The 
engine will categorize data into two types, relevant and irrelevant data, according to each selection, 
whereas on-demand calculations refer to the calculations of measured values which will be performed 
whenever there is a request from users. Finally, visually interactive user interface provides pre-built 
associative model for data interaction such as tables, graphs, charts, and dashboards which usually 
covers most of the core measurements for business. For example, the model templates include sale 
forecasting, win/loss analysis, and marketing pipeline. 
 
“In-memory business intelligence” is an existing term in business intelligence area which relies on the 
technology of In-Memory Database System (IMDS) which is developed precisely to meet demands of 
performance and resource availability on embedded systems (Graves 2002). Compared with 
conventional database systems, in-memory database system, also known as Main-Memory Database 
System (MMDB), is less complex in a way of storing and accessing to the data (Garcia-Molina 1992). 
The difference is that in-memory database systems store data permanently into physical memory, 
RAM, whereas conventional database systems keep the data into disk storage. Conventional database 
management approaches are usually too slow to process information and massively cost in terms of 
system performance. In order to assist extending features of business intelligence applications, the 
software should be able to deal with a large amount of complex data efficiently. Hence, without the 
communication of input/output devices for information processing on disks, in-memory databases 
systems provide a higher speed of access to data and have fewer interacting processes rather than the 
conventional database systems. 
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3.1 Key Functionalities of in-memory database 
system 

 
Below description is a key difference of in-memory database system functionalities (Graves 2002). 
 

3.1.1 Caching 
 

Due to the reason of lazy performance, all of conventional database management systems 
usually combine the technique of caching to keep the most recently used data into memory. 
Caching method also includes the concept of cache synchronization, which ensures that an 
image of data in cache is consistent to physical database, and cache lookup  to justify whether 
data requested from application is in the cache or not. However, with in-memory database 
systems, these processes of caching have been removed; that means the performance overhead 
and complex process between RAM and CPU are eliminated. 
 

3.1.2 Data-transfer overhead process 
 

In conventional database system, the process of data transferring is required before any 
applications can read and modify the data from disk storage. This process can simply be 
exemplified as in Figure 3.  
 

 
 

Figure 3Data Flow in Conventional Database Management System (Graves 2002) 

(Straight arrows illustrate data transfer path, whereas dashed arrows represent for the message path.) 

 

• An application sends request for any required data item to the database runtime. 
• The database runtime send instruction to the file system for retrieving data from 

physical storage. 
• The file system generates a copy of data for caching and passes other copy to the 

database runtime. 
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• The database runtime keeps one copy for its caching and passes another copy to an 
application. 

• An application makes change to its copy and passes back to the database runtime. 
• The database runtime copies the changed data back to its cache. 
• The copied data in database runtime cache is written into the file system, and updates 

in the file system cache. 
• Lastly, the modified data is written back to the physical storage.  

 
Nevertheless, all the above processes are not occurred in in-memory database system 
architecture. In other words, there is no data transferring process in in-memory database 
system which can help to reduce the memory consumption. Alternatively, it uses pointer 
straightly to present an existence of data in the database and allows an application to operate 
with the data instantly. For the security reason, the use of pointer is limited only through 
database API which only stores data of application’s user on the user computer. 
 

3.1.3 Transaction processing 
 

In order to prevent a fatal failure such as power loss, conventional database system provides 
transaction log files that are cached hard-wired to the disk after transactions have been 
committed. To recover any lost data, the user needs to roll back some parts of the transactions 
from log files when the system is reset.  
 
Similarly, in-memory database systems also accommodate the integrity of transactions. The 
process is done by keeping a former image of modified data and a list of pages counted during 
a transaction. Whenever the transaction is committed by an application, stored images and 
page references will be sent back to the memory pool. In case a transaction is aborted, the 
former images will be restored to the database and recently added page references will be 
brought back to the memory.  

 
A great difference between in-memory database system and traditional disk-oriented database 
is that the image in in-memory database will be lost if the system comes up against the 
situation of catastrophic failure. 
 

3.2 Limitations of in-memory database system 
 
Database management is carried out through fundamental units of processing which is called 
“transactions”. Transactions usually mean a sequence of information exchange, such as read and write 
operations, on a database. In order to guarantee the reliability for the database transactions, we need to 
define a set of desirable properties which is called ACID: atomicity, consistency, isolation, and 
durability. ACID is the most important concepts from database theory that every database 
management system need to achieve. Below table describes the ACID properties for database 
transactions (Munindar P. Singh 2005). 
 
 

Property Description 
Atomicity All operations to the data are executed as though they are a 

single operation i.e. either the entire changes are completely 
successful or none of them does. 
 

Consistency Any transaction performed need to be in a consistent state. 
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When the transaction starts or when it ends, it will take from 
one consistent state to another. 
 

Isolation The intermediate state of a database transaction is hidden to 
other transactions. As a result, the other transactions should not 
be able to intervene with another transaction. 
 

Durability Once the transaction has already been committed, its result 
must remain permanently. 
 

 
Table 2ACID Properties of Database Transactions (Munindar P. Singh 2005). 

 
These first three properties, atomicity, consistency, and isolation, are commonly supported by in-
memory database system. However, in the simplest form of in-memory database management, the 
durability feature disappears.  
 
RAM, or main memory, is a volatile storage; hence, it requires the power supply to maintain the stored 
information unless it will lose all stored contents during a reset or when the power is turned off. 
According to this fact, the volatile storage may cause vulnerability and undurability to business 
intelligence software system. However, to achieve the system’s durability, there are several solutions 
emerged to support in-memory data stores (Gorine 2004). 
 

• On-line Backup 
 
On-line backup is an automatic backup service for database. The backup data will be stored 
physically in different places through on-line connection. This is the simplest solution, and at 
the same time provides durability in a minimum degree.   
 

• Transaction Logging 
 
Transaction log keeps a history of actions occurred after periodic checkpoints. These log files 
should be saved to a non-volatile media, such as hard disk, in order to guarantee the durability 
property of the system. In a recovery process, the database image can be restored from these 
log files. Usually, a different level of durability transactions can be set based on a trade-off 
between system performance and durability. 

 
• Database Replication 

 
By maintaining replicated copies of data is so called “high availability implementation” which 
refers to a system protocol design and associated implementation with failure-independent 
nodes. The database replication system handles the distributed data over different multiple 
nodes to ensure that its data will not be lost even in the case of node failure. Similar to the 
transaction logging solution, a trade-off between performance and durability should be made 
by setting a database as eager (synchronous) or lazy (asynchronous). 

 
• NVRAM 

 
NVRAM stands for a non-volatile database memory which usually is a static RAM with 
battery backup power. Accordingly, NVRAM is able to recover the database upon a reboot. 
Unlike transaction logging and database replication, this solution does not involve any disk 
I/O latency and communication overhead. However, the commercial database vendors rarely 
provide this NVRAM technology due to the fact that its cost is rather expensive. 
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Moreover, in-memory business intelligence is limited by RAM availability. To deal with a vast 
amount of data and increased number of users, you need a higher capability of computer memory 
processing. For example, if you have the database in a terabyte size, 64-bit memory of RAM will fit 
for handling with this in-memory business intelligence technology (McObject 2007). 
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4. Pilot Study 
To obtain data in order to plan the full research study in this thesis, a pilot study has been introduced 
to gather information prior to the real study. Typically, pilot study provides inputs to formalize the 
design of test cases, as well as to ensure an existing of certain problems on conventional business 
intelligence systems. Moreover, it also produces input data to the software selection process for testing 
as illustrated in figure 2. 
 
Basically, pilot study in this thesis aims to address a number of following issues: 
 

• In what ways the operational and IT users interact/work with existing business intelligence 
software systems  

• Certain problems encountered on existing business intelligence software systems 
• Characteristics of desirable business intelligence software   
• Criteria to select proper business intelligence software for business 
• Available in-memory software vendors in today’s market 

 
Ways to acquire the above information comprise of “literature review” and “semi-structured 
interviews”. Information obtained from literature review in the pilot study stage consists of 
conventional business intelligence problems in literature and available in-memory software vendors in 
today’s market. This is due to the fact that a systematic review approach of literature provides more 
appropriate data source regarding reliability and variability of information. In this case, we consider 
that conventional business intelligence shortcomings and software vendor information are the primary 
matters that require reliable source of data. Since the certain conventional problems are crucial as they 
are research problems in this study; hence, it is for the best to collect data in both theoretical and 
practical way to ensure that the problems in literature truly exist in organizations, as well as to increase 
the creditability of research work. Meanwhile, available software vendor information requires a 
variety of knowledge which fits best in a way of literature review. Apart from the literature review, 
this pilot study includes the semi-structured interviews which provide more specific information on 
conventional business intelligence application from 3 case studies. These semi-structured interviews 
accommodate with pre-defined questions for in-depth interviews that allows interviewees to return in 
both closed and open-ended answers. It can provide a vital and comparable qualitative data which act 
as an input information for the test case design and in-memory software selection process as in figure 
2. Information gathered from the semi-structured interviews can be divided into 3 types – phone call 
interview, questionnaire interview, and post-interview information. 
 
Phone call interview aims to obtain information of problems faced on existing business intelligence 
system and operational activities, whereas questionnaire interview includes information of features 
needed on business intelligence and criteria to evaluate business intelligence software application. 
Meanwhile, sample reports derive from the post-interview process. 
As mentioned earlier, problems faced on existing business intelligence system from interviews are 
used as information to ensure an existence of conventional business intelligence problems together 
with problems figured from literature review. In addition, operational activities, features needed on 
business intelligence, criteria to evaluate business intelligence software application, and sample reports 
are elementary information to develop the test case for testing in the forthcoming stage. According this 
information, we figured out important tasks in operational activities of how the users work with 
existing business intelligence systems and decided how many types of tests will be carried out. 
Besides, to select in-memory business intelligence software for testing, interviews from pilot study 
provide information of the desirable business intelligence software characteristics, i.e. features needed 
on business intelligence, and criteria to select proper business intelligence software for business.  
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4.1 Literature review 
 
Section 4.1.1 summarizes the problems of conventional business intelligence in literature, while 
section 4.1.2 elaborates available in-memory software vendors in today’s market. 
 

4.1.1 Conventional Business Intelligence Problems in Literature 

 
As mentioned earlier in a previous chapter, major pitfalls that cause business intelligence 
projects into failures derive from two main broad categories: technologicalobstacles and 
managerial obstacles (Sabherwal 2010), (Wise 2010). In other words, managerial obstacles 
can be referred as organizational obstacles because all organizations often share the similar 
managerial obstacles. Examples of technological obstacles include a difficulty in using 
conventional business intelligence tools, huge amount of initial investment and ongoing costs, 
expensive training costs, and a complexity to customize the tools for particular types of users 
(Sabherwal 2010). In contrast, managerial obstacles are associated to a lack of preparation for 
business intelligence in organization such as inconsistent business events and incompatible 
business intelligence systems, lack of awareness and realization of business intelligence power 
from operational users, and a difficulty in finding one single business intelligence solution 
throughout a whole organization. 
 
Literature review of the problems with conventional business intelligence in this paper reveals 
that the most critical constraint towards business intelligence implementation in organization 
is concerned with the problem of integration(Kralj 2010), (Page 2009), (Chisholm 2008), 
(Cao, Zhang, Luo, and Dai 2007), (Cao, Zhang, and Liu 2006). By means of integration, it is a 
broad use of terminology for a process or incorporating action of making entire activities in 
organization with regards of using business intelligence tools. These integration activities 
include on both sides of technological and managerial oriented. Various types of integration 
problems on existing business intelligence system can be classified and summarized into 
technological and managerial aspects as below. 
 
 
Technological Obstacles 

 
• Insufficient data intelligence capability 

 
Conventional business intelligence tools mainly focus on handling with the chunk of 
data; however, there exists a critical problem of information integration that the data 
feed on existing business intelligence tools is still not integrated onto production level. 
This means that many conventional business intelligence tools only churn out the data 
into information which does not really assist the management to make a decision, find 
any new directions to take, or figure out the problem areas of businesses. The users 
are bound to lean on standard reports and pre-defined analytical business content. In 
other words, there is a lack of knowledge integration on existing business intelligence 
tools which means an intelligence of data integration technology has not been fully 
discovered. A lot of beneficial information is not accommodated into an analysis 
which possibly leads the business into wrong decision making. (Berthold, Rösch, 
Zöller, Wortmann, Carenini, Campbell, Bisson, and Strohmaier 2010), (Kralj 2010), 
(Cao, Zhang, Luo, and Dai 2007), (Gloria 2006), (Levinson 2005) 
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• Inconvenient interaction of data, architecture, and workflow support 
 
One of the major business intelligence problems is that enterprise information 
architecture is quite complex. It comprises of many different perspectives which 
possess their own valid concepts such as server processing, SQL processing, and tool 
processing. As a result, there is no single corresponding interface to deliver the whole 
completed interaction and delivery of data and architecture for business intelligence 
system. According to this fact, the interaction of data and architecture on existing 
business intelligence is still inflexible and not user friendly. In addition, there is a lack 
of integrative workflow and process management support. It appears that conventional 
business intelligence tools do not provide discernible interactive workflow support to 
help the users in building and embedding business processes into enterprise 
information architecture as a one-stop solution. (Page 2009), (Chisholm 2008), (Cao, 
Zhang, Luo, and Dai 2007) 

 
 

Managerial Obstacles 
 
• Lack of enough business involvement 

 
Many of business intelligence projects fail owing to the lack of integration with the 
business context information such as corporate strategies, business goals, and business 
rules. In order to ensure that business intelligence solution resolves the real business 
concerns, it is important to integrate both business intelligence and corporate 
strategies altogether otherwise the operational users, or business users, may need to 
understand semantics of the data and derive the decision strategies on their own. This 
also requires further information sources which regularly lead to more costs and 
efforts for an organization. One of the major reasons for the problem of not having 
enough business involvement in business intelligence application is a poor 
communication between IT and business which might cause from the lack of enough 
corporate support and the missing concentration on personal needs of the decision 
makers and analysts. (Goodwin 2011), (Berthold, Rösch, Zöller, Wortmann, Carenini, 
Campbell, Bisson, and Strohmaier 2010), (Page 2009), (Blokdijk 2008), (Imhoff 
2005) 

 
• Lack of cooperation between IT users and operational users  

 
Most of the business intelligence projects are often improperly seen as a technological 
driven basis; consequently, the use of business intelligence tools is limited only to IT 
experts instead of being embed through all an organization. At the same time, there is 
a lack of appropriate skills for operational users to use the business intelligence 
application. In order to overcome this shortcoming, business intelligence system 
requires collaborative use from both IT and business sides since the most well-
appointed decisions should base on the consideration of technical know-know and 
business aspects. (Berthold, Rösch, Zöller, Wortmann, Carenini, Campbell, Bisson, 
and Strohmaier 2010), (Heyns 2010), (Blokdijk 2008) 

 
 

Moreover, apart from the above mentioned problems of integration, many sources indicate a 
significant problem of data quality in business intelligence application. According to Gartner 
Group and U.K. based Business Application Research Center (BARC) survey, it reveals that 
poor data quality is the most common problem for business intelligence implementations 
which an organization should handle and encourage improvements. A lot of senior 
managements agreed that it is vital to have less but more timely data rather than having a lot 
of facts but inconsistent and unclear. Data quality shortcoming is a business concern which 
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requires an enterprise to take responsibilities in order to increase the speed and quality of 
decision making. (BARC 2010), (Niu, Lu, and Zhang 2009), (Gartner 2008) 

 

4.1.2 Available in-memory business intelligence software vendors 
 
Many of today vendors have launched their in-memory business intelligence products into the 
market. Most of them have focused extensively on solving the problems of performance in the 
conventional business intelligence tools. According to this fact, most tools enable more rapid 
speed for deployment and offer such visual analysis. Below are the samples of leading 
software vendors for in-memory database technology. 
 

• QlikView 
 

QlikView, from QlikTech Company, is the first developed and patented in-memory 
business intelligence technology into the market. QlikView in the press reports is 
known as the leader of in-memory analysis software. Its memory-centric technique 
exposes an associative mapping between data elements and a highly interactive user 
interface. Information displayed to users consists of related and non-related data at the 
same time (Ranwood 2009). 
.  
• IBM Cognos TM1 

 
With the capability of in-memory processing, IBM has launched Cognos TM1 
especially for enterprise planning and analytics for large organizations. To review, 
validate, and predict a budgeting and planning efficiently, it provides dynamic reports 
to support an organization’s planning and forecasting process e.g. the complete picture 
of goal setting for business plans (IBM 2009). 

 
• Microsoft PowerPivot 

 
This reporting and analysis tool is a combination among Microsoft’s products, i.e. 
Microsoft SQL Server, Excel and Sharepoint. Basically, PowerPivot empowers 
Microsoft Excel features, such as pivot tables, pivot charts, and user interfaces 
through an in-memory business intelligence engine. With in-memory capabilities it 
increases a performance speed for processing data in millions of rows (Microsoft 
2010). 

 
• Oracle TimesTen 

 
Oracle offers only in-memory database software management, but not a business 
intelligence tool. In-memory processing extends Oracle TimesTen’s database with 
real-time data management in order to support performance-critical applications. An 
optimization of the database performance derives from in-memory cache 
implementation (Oracle 2009).  

 
• TIBCO Spotfire 

 
Spotfire introduces enhanced dashboard capabilities for better software visualizations 
in performance management, for instance the visualizations that summarize 
information gathered at a high level. Spotfire also supports integration with Microsoft 
Sharepoint and TIBCO’s own enterprise collaboration tools. Moreover, it offers an 
easier formulation of sophisticated statistical analyses and data mining (Kanaracus 
2011). 
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• HANA 
 

Similar to Oracle, SAP in-memory database technology is only available for database 
management system, not business intelligence. High Performance Analytical 
Appliance (HANA) from SAP delivers real-time data management via in-memory 
technology throughout its own applications. These applications are debuted mostly for 
financial operations such as Sales and Operations Planning, Intelligent Payment 
Broker, Smart Meter Analytics, Cash and Liquidity Management, and Trade 
Promotion Management (SAP 2010). 

 
 

Vendor / Product Website Key Features 
QlikView www.qlikview.com 

  
o Notably interactive dashboards/data 

visualization 
o Easy to use 
o Fast implementation speed 
o Associative technology between 

data elements 

IBM Cognos TM1  http://www-
01.ibm.com/software/an
alytics/cognos/products/
tm1/ 

o  Fact-based approach for validating 
enterprise planning, budgeting, 
forecasting, and financial analysis 
process 

o Personal analytical user interface 
o Rapid development 

Microsoft PowerPivot / 
Project Gemini 

www.powerpivot.com 
  

o An integration of SQL Server, 
Excel, and Sharepoint with pivot 
capabilities 

o Empowered Excel features with 
significant speed 

o Price leader in the market 

Oracle TimesTen www.oracle.com/databa
se/timesten.html 

o  Relational in-memory database 
management 

o Real-time transaction processing 

TIBCO Spotfire spotfire.tibco.com 
  

o Highly interactive visualization 
o Statistical analysis and data mining 
o Unlimited scalability 
o GIS integration 

HANA http://www.sap.com/han
a/index.epx 

o Real-time analytics especially for 
financial operations 

 
Table 3 Comparison of Key Features of In-memory Database Technology among Different 

Vendors (Jain 2010) 
 

 

http://www.qlikview.com/
http://www-01.ibm.com/software/analytics/cognos/products/tm1/
http://www-01.ibm.com/software/analytics/cognos/products/tm1/
http://www-01.ibm.com/software/analytics/cognos/products/tm1/
http://www-01.ibm.com/software/analytics/cognos/products/tm1/
http://www.powerpivot.com/
http://www.oracle.com/database/timesten.html
http://www.oracle.com/database/timesten.html
http://spotfire.tibco.com/
http://www.sap.com/hana/index.epx
http://www.sap.com/hana/index.epx
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The above table summarizes remarkably features for each in-memory business intelligence 
software vendor. This information has been collected from the companies’ publications that 
were distributed directly by their own. Overall, QlikView enables the users to perform 
powerful visual interaction, e.g. drill-down and dashboard function, via interactive user 
interface. Its memory-centric technique, which is called associative technology, offers fastest 
implementation speed and easy-to-use graphical user interface (Forster, Wallas, and Gide 
2010). Meanwhile, IBM Cognos TM1 provides on-demand enterprise planning especially for 
budgeting, forecasting, and financial analysis with personal analytics graphical user interface. 
It also accommodates the faster software development process, whereas Microsoft PowerPivot 
empowers Microsoft Excel features, e.g. pivot tables, with more rapid speed, as well as an 
integration of Microsoft SQL Server, Excel, and Sharepoint. However, Oracle does not 
provide its own in-memory business intelligence software; instead it launched Oracle 
TimesTen as a real-time OLTP relational in-memory database software management. TIBCO 
Spotfire also offers highly interactive visualization such as dashboards for statistical and 
predictive analysis. It supports unlimited software scalability. Moreover, it also affords with 
GIS integration. Finally, similar to Oracle, SAP does not have its own in-memory business 
intelligence tool. Alternatively, SAP delivers HANA as a real-time analytics particularly for 
financial operations. 

 

4.2 Semi-structured interviews 
 
To figure out the ways and difficulty of using conventional business intelligence tools, along with 
desirable business intelligence features and criteria to select proper business intelligence software for 
an adoption in organizations, semi-structured interviews were conducted in this thesis. This section 
describes interview processes and results acquired from this pilot study.  
 

4.2.1 Interview processes 
 

As mentioned earlier, the semi-structured interview process can be separated into 3 parts as 
illustrated in figure 2: phone call interview, questionnaire interview, and post-interview.  
 

• Phone call interview 

Generally, as aligned with task 2.2.1 in figure 2, the phone call interview was carried 
out with a set of questions to gather operational activities of existing business 
intelligence, which will later be used for the development of test case design in the 
next stage.  
 
• Questionnaire interview 

At the meantime, referred to task 2.2.2 in figure 2, questionnaire interview comprises 
of limited questions regarding the problems faced on existing business intelligence, 
features needed on business intelligence, and criteria to evaluate business intelligence 
software application. A collection of encountered problems on existing business 
intelligence aims to ensure that the problems in literature for conventional business 
intelligence truly exist in three banks, while features needed and criteria to evaluate 
business intelligence application are required for the test case design. From the 
questionnaires, users were requested to choose the existing problems and software 
features that they considered being the most influenced for their works, whereas for 
the criteria to evaluate business intelligence application, each interviewee is allowed 
to choose 4 important evaluation criteria to judge the propriety of business 
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intelligence tools. All these questions are formulated into a questionnaire structure 
that requires both closed and open-ended answers. Detailed questions in the 
questionnaire are available in Appendix A. All the same questions had been 
distributed to all interviewees, which simplified the interview processes to be faster, 
and easier to analyzed and compared.  
 
• Post-interview 

Lastly, for the time being, as mentioned in task 2.2.3 in figure 2, additional 
information such as the sample reports that is required for test case design were 
obtained from the post-interview process. To acquire banking business requirements, 
sample reports from existing business intelligence systems/reporting tools have been 
collected from 3 departments in 3 banks. These sample reports were gathered in 
details to be as prototypes to develop reports on in-memory business intelligence in 
the later stage. 

 
These interviews have been collected from 3 of the banks in Thailand. Three different sizes of 
Thai banks, small, medium, and large, have been selected to be the case studies. Sizes of the 
banks are measured by their turnovers, i.e. total net assets and liabilities (BankofThailand 
2011). However, there are several types of banking businesses for consideration such as retail 
banking, commercial banking, investment banking, and private banking. We decided to 
choose “Commercial banking” preferably than others since it reflects to the most common 
type of banking that can represent primary businesses of banking straightforwardly. 
Commercial banking handles with financial activities directly to individuals and corporations; 
its main services include savings, loans, overdrafts, credit cards, cash management, and money 
markets for examples. Additionally, there are a number of different departments within 
commercial banks dealing with business intelligence systems. Nevertheless, important things 
for business intelligence technologies in banking are to help them manage risks, leverage 
customer insights, detect fraud, and gain perception into their profitability 
(FinancialServicesTechnology 2012). In this case, the selected departments in charge for using 
business intelligence/reporting systems comprise of: 
 

1. Customer Credit Management Department 
2. Cards and Risk Management Department 
3. Financial and Regulatory Reporting Department 

Each department is from one of each bank. Customer Credit Management Department is from 
a large bank. Meanwhile, Cards and Risk Management Department comes from medium-size 
bank, and Financial and Regulatory Reporting Department is from a small bank. The reasons 
for this is that we aim to get information that the more primary and important banking 
business, i.e. department in a bank, should come along with more complex enterprise, which 
refers to the size of the banks. 
 
According to the fact that this thesis adopts a qualitative approach for research methodology, 
the number of interviewees is less significant than describing the meaning of phenomena 
around the interested subject. In total, there are 7 interviewees involving from 3 banks, which 
comprise of 4 IT users and 3 operational users. Four people from different banks have been 
interviewed by telephone. One IT user and one operational user from Customer Credit 
Management Department described about their own activities corresponding to existing 
business intelligence system, whereas one IT user from Cards and Risk Management 
Department answered for both IT and operational user activities. Similar to Customer Credit 
Management Department, there was one IT user from Financial and Regulatory Reporting 
Department who gave information regarding both IT and operational user activities. However, 
for questionnaire interview, there consist all 14 of interviewees from 3 banks who answered 
for both closed and open ended questions in the questionnaires. Half of them are separated 
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into IT and operational users. That is, there exist 3 IT users and 3 operational users from 
Financial and Regulatory Reporting Department; meanwhile, each 2 of IT users and 2 
operational users come from both Customer Credit Management Department and Cards and 
Risk Management Department. 

 

4.2.2 Interview results 
 

The obtained results from interviews illustrated in this subsection can be divided into 5 classes 
as below. All the results are presented in the form of tables, followed by the structure of 
questionnaire in Appendix A. 
 

 
• Operational activities on business intelligence  
 
Based on three of the case studies in banks, operational activities of users on existing 
business intelligence systems have been gathered from all three departments, Cards 
and Risk Management Department, Customer Credit Management Department, and 
Financial and Regulatory Reporting Department. All of them use different kinds of 
business intelligence software. Steps of operational activities for each bank and each 
type of users can be described in table 3. 

 
 

Question Bank 
Size 

Department Business 
Intelligence 

Software 
Used 

Types of 
Users 

Operational Activities 

Describe your 
daily activities 
corresponding 
with Business 
Intelligence/ 
Reporting 
Systems in 
details.  
 

Large Customer 
Credit 
Management 
Department 
 

IBM 
Cognos 

IT user (1) Load data into 
datawarehouse by 
using ETL tool, 
DataStage 

(2) Create metadata 
models (e.g. primary 
keys, foreign keys, or 
indexes) by using 
Framework Manager 
tool 

(3) Transform data into 
data cubes by using 
Transformer tool 

(4) Develop business 
intelligence reports 
using Cognos 
 

Operational 
user 

View reports or query 
data directly using 
graphical user interface 
on business intelligence 
tool 
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Medium Cards and 
Risk 
Management 
Department 

SAS Base IT user (1) Write and execute 
query script to load 
data from data 
warehouse 

(2)  Write and execute 
query script to create 
metadata (e.g. 
primary keys, foreign 
keys, or indexes) 

(3) Write and execute 
query script to create 
business intelligence 
reports 

 
Operational 
user 

Calculate formulas and 
then query data or view 
reports via MS Excel  
 

Small Financial and 
Regulatory 
Reporting 
Department 

STB 
Reporter 

IT user (1) Load data into 
software 

(2) Develop rules to 
create business 
intelligence reports 

(3) Translate data from 
data sources into the 
form of reports 

(4) Develop report 
validation rules 

(5) Generate reports into 
XML formats 
 

Operational 
user 

View reports or query 
data directly using 
graphical user interface 
on business intelligence 
tool 
 

 
Table 4 Operational Activities on Existing Business Intelligence Classified by Banks and 

Types of Users 

 
 

• Problems faced on existing business intelligence systems 
 
Below table shows the summation of user opinions towards the existing problems on 
business intelligence/reporting systems for all three case studies.  

 
 

Question Encountered Problems No. of Interviewees 
Identify the most significant 
problems faced while 
working with Business 
Intelligence/ 
Reporting System 

(1) Too much time consumption 
to process/generate reports 

 

12 

(2) Data intelligence capability is 
insufficient 

6 
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(3) Lack of training to provide 

appropriate skills for business 
users to use the tool 
 

5 

(4) Too much effort  required 
from IT expert 

 

4 

(5) Not having enough corporate 
support 

 

4 

(6) Lack of enough cooperation 
between IT-support staff and 
business users 
 

4 

(7) Interaction interface of BI 
components is inconvenient 
 

2 

 
Table 5 Encountered Problems on Existing Business Intelligence System 

 
 
• Features needed on business intelligence systems 
 
Summary of significant features for business intelligence/reporting tools has been 
collected and described in table 5. To elaborate several types of these business 
intelligence features, an explanation is also attached in the table below. 

 
Question Features Description No. of 

Interviewees 
What are the features of 
Business Intelligence/ 
Reporting tools you 
consider the most 
important to work for 
your team? 

Reporting A basic function for 
business intelligence/ 
reporting tool which 
includes the process of 
extract, transform, and load, 
as well as query making 
and report generation 
 

10 

Online 
analytical 
processing  
(OLAP) 

Online and multi-
dimensional queries for 
basic analytical operations 
such as drill-down, 
consolidation, and slicing 
and dicing with a rapid 
execution time  
 

10 

Performance 
budgeting 

A software feature that 
provide details and 
explanation of how the 
budget is being spent, and 
also a way to allocate 
resources based on business 
goals and measured results 
 

7 
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Data mining One of the features to 
handle with data by 
extracting data patterns 
from the large data sets and 
use the combining methods 
from statistics and artificial 
intelligence 
 

7 

Business 
performance 
management 

A feature that provides a 
selection of goals, 
consolidation of measured 
information relevant to the 
goals, and interventions 
made by manager to 
improve future performance 
 

5 

Historical 
analytics 

One of the basic features 
that handle with historical 
data happened in such a 
period which provide trend 
information with some help 
of statistical techniques 
 

4 

Executive 
dashboard 

A digital dashboard that 
provides easy-to-read 
graphical user interface for 
executives which presents 
measurement or prediction 
of the values 
 

4 

Regulatory 
compliance 
and risk 
management 

A service that aims to 
generate reports to support 
a regulatory compliance 
needs such as data entry 
into one combined system, 
flexible query, reporting, 
tracking, and audit trail 
 

3 

Benchmarking A feature that evaluates 
activities quantitatively in 
relation to the others who 
perceived to behave the 
best in their respective 
business 
 

2 

Predictive 
analytics 

Analytical feature that uses 
variety of statistical 
techniques to analyze 
current and historical facts 
to make predictions for 
future events 
 

2 

 
Table 6 Important Features for Business Intelligence Application 
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• Criteria to evaluate business intelligence application 
 

The following table shows evaluation criteria collected from users in order to select 
appropriate business intelligence/reporting systems to work for their businesses.  

 
Question Key Criteria No. of 

Interviewees 
What are the most 4 
important evaluation 
criteria in order to select 
appropriate Business 
Intelligence/Reporting 
Systems to work for your 
team? 

Functionality 
 

13 

Flexibility (including ability to 
support several data types) 
 

10 

Performance 
 

8 

Security 
 

8 

Reasonable cost 
 

6 

Ease of use (for operational users) 
 

6 

Ease of development (for IT 
users) 
 

4 

Reliability 
 

4 

 
Table 7 Key Criteria to Select Business Intelligence Application 

 
 

• Sample reports from existing business intelligence systems 
 

The collected sample reports from existing business intelligence tools are presented in 
Appendix B, C, and D. Appendix B presents sample report for Vintage Analysis 
from Cards and Risk Management Department. Appendix C shows Approval Rate 
Overview and Approval Rate by Segment report from Customer Credit Management 
Department, whereas Appendix D exemplifies Balance Sheet report for Financial and 
Regulatory Reporting Department. 
 
 

All the information gathered from pilot study in this stage will be used for the design of test cases, 
software selection, analysis, and discussions in chapter 5, 6, 9, and 10. The results of operational 
activities, features needed, evaluation criteria, and sample reports for existing business intelligence act 
as information for the test case design development. Meanwhile, the results of problems faced on 
existing business intelligence will be taken as inputs for analysis and discussions. However, the next 
chapter will explain how the above information used in order to create the test cases for this study in 
details. 
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5. Design of Test Cases 
This section of the thesis describes a method for the test case design that breaks down processes into 
logical steps and later produces results in the presentation of research findings. The steps are designed 
to achieve research goals, i.e. to testify that in-memory business intelligence solves certain problems 
of conventional business intelligence, as well as to identify difficult conventional business intelligence 
features and in-memory business intelligence features that overcome the problems. After the data 
collection in pilot study, we acquire information that helps to define the research problems more 
accurately and clearly.  
 
Based on collected information of evaluation criteria to select appropriate business intelligence system 
from task 2.2.2, questionnaire interview, in figure 2, the top-four key criteria collected from users 
consist of functionality, flexibility, performance, and security. Types of testing in this study were 
designed based on these four criteria. Since functionality and flexibility are the most important criteria, 
“BI functionality test” are developed to measure how the users feel about the features and flexibility 
of in-memory business intelligence. Both operational and IT users are requested to perform testing on 
in-memory business intelligence and then give feedbacks regarding competency of the software. 
According to this fact, the processes of BI functionality test case design comprise of a creation of list 
of tasks for testing and feedback questionnaire. Furthermore, for the performance criterion, a test case 
for “Performance testing” has been designed. Generally, since the most time consumption on business 
intelligence tools are spent when loading tables, and also the users often require a frequent interaction 
with software’s graphical user interface; thus, two kinds of performance testing were established – 
“Loading time test” and “Response time test”. Both BI functionality testing and performance testing 
target to answer the research question in this thesis, as well as to validate benefits of in-memory 
business intelligence software that is mentioned in white papers, i.e. it offers more immediate response 
and the ease of use. However, types of testing in this thesis are limited to only functionality, 
flexibility, and performance criterion; that is the security criterion does not take into account in this 
thesis. Detailed explanation on the test case design for BI functionality and performance test will be 
described on the following sections as below. 
 

5.1 BI functionality test design 
 
Not only the functionality and flexibility criterion to evaluate business intelligence software collected 
from task 2.2.2, questionnaire interview, in figure 2 that BI functionality test is designed for, it also 
aims to validate benefits of in-memory business intelligence in white papers. To investigate that the in-
memory business intelligence software provide enhanced feature capability or it does help to lower the 
user effort or not, they are both corresponding with obtaining user opinions towards the software use. 
According to this fact, BI functionality test intends to hand over responsibility to the users, both 
operational and IT users, to perform testing on in-memory business intelligence application. A process 
for BI functionality test design can be described as below. 
 
 

• List of tasks selection 
 

As the information of operational routine activities on business intelligence tools was 
collected from task 2.2.2, questionnaire interview, in figure 2, the important tasks for user 
testing have been developed. From table 3 in a previous chapter, you can see that operational 
activities which appear in all the case studies consist of the following tasks: 
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(A)  Load data into business intelligence tool 
(B)  Transform data into a form of reports 
(C)  Develop business intelligence reports according to business requirements 
(D)  Query data or view business intelligence reports 

 
Task (A) and (C) only exist for IT users, while task (D) merely presents in operational user 
activities. In the meantime, task (B) normally belongs to IT users, but sometimes it appears in 
operational users activities as well in occasional cases. Nonetheless, other tasks such as 
creating metadata, developing report validation rules, or generating XML reports happen from 
time to time.  
 
According to this fact, tasks (A), (B), (C), and (D) as listed above have been selected to 
represent the essential and common procedures of IT and operational users corresponding with 
existing business intelligence systems. Note that task (B) is considered to be IT user’s duty. 
This is due to in the case that it belongs to operational user’s task is unusual. The reporting 
process was suspended and re-continued by different software tool. Basically, the step of data 
transformation proceeds before report development which belongs to IT user responsibilities. 
The other tasks such as creating metadata, developing report validation rules, and generating 
XML reports are considered to be too specific on particular business intelligence software and 
certain types of reports.  
 
Moreover, based on gathered information of features needed on business intelligence 
application from the questionnaire interview from task 2.2.2 in figure 2, it reveals that the 
most significant features to work with are “Reporting” and “Online analytical processing”. 
Due to this fact, test case design is aimed for testing the features of reporting and online 
analytical processing i.e. analytical operations. That means the test is about to correspond with 
reporting processes of extraction, transformation, loading, making simple and complex queries 
such as consolidation and drill-down as appeared on online analytical processing features.  
 
However, in summary, below table presents the selected list of tasks grouped by the types of 
users. 
 

 
Types of Users List of tasks for testing 

IT user (1) Load data into business intelligence tool 
(2) Transform data into a form of reports 
(3) Develop business intelligence reports based on 

business requirements 
 

Operational user (4) View business intelligence reports 
(5) Query data on business intelligence tool 

 
 

Table 8 List of Tasks for Testing Grouped by User Types 
 

Furthermore, in order to develop business intelligence reports, it actually depends on certain 
business requirements. Hence, for the different banks from case studies, they require different 
kinds of reports. In this case, the sample reports as collected from task 2.2.3, post-interview, in 
figure 2 have been used for task (3) in BI functionality testing to develop business intelligence 
reports for three banks. These reports consist of Vintage Analysis, Approval Rate Analysis, 
and Balance Sheet Analysis as shown in AppendixB, C, and D. 
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• Feedback questionniare 
 

This process intends to get the feedbacks from the test persons, IT and operational users, after 
finished BI functionality test on in-memory business intelligence tool. The approach to obtain 
feedbacks has been designed in the form of semi-structured questionnaire that consists of both 
open-ended and closed questions. This is for the reason that we aim to get a measure of 
respondents’ perceptions and opinions in both quantitative and qualitative way. The 
questionnaire is categorized into 4 main areas of the users’ personal opinion giving towards 
the software – functionality, flexibility, ease of use (for business users), and ease of 
development. These four areas aim to examine the criteria of functionality and flexibility as 
mentioned earlier. Each area comprises of detailed sub-questions that require both open-ended 
answers and fill-in score, ranged from 0 - 25. Importantly, this fill-in score is available for 
both existing business intelligence software and in-memory business intelligence. The given 
score from users will be useful for making comparisons between two types of business 
intelligence in a quantitative method, whereas open-ended answers allow for richer 
information of feedback that may provide a better insight into explanations regarding the 
respondents’ opinions in a qualitative way. Example of feedback evaluation questionnaire can 
be seen in Appendix E. 
 

5.2 Performance test design 
 
For the performance criterion to evaluate business intelligence software gathered from task 2.2.2 in 
figure 2, a test case for performance testing has been designed to validate a reduction of time 
consumption spent for report generation on in-memory business intelligence. Generally, the part of 
performance testing focuses on a measurement of loading time and response time. 
 

5.2.1 Loading time test 
 

Loading time is the time spent when database tables were loaded into business intelligence 
software application. The performance testing for loading time will be done by a simulation of 
database table structures from one of the banks in our case studies. Typically, three banks of 
the case studies load tables on their application servers. That means the specifications of these 
servers are quite high. In this case, we decided to select the bank that possesses the most 
approximate server specification to the one that we have in resources. Detailed information 
about computer specification will be explained in chapter 8. Thereafter, ten important tables 
from the bank will be selected by IT users and these database table structures will later be 
simulated with the similar file types, field types, number of fields, and number of records. 
Consequently, these tables will be loaded into in-memory business intelligence software and 
reckoned time through a separate computer engine. In this study, the loading time will be 
measured by CPU usage percentage of in-memory business intelligence software during the 
time for loading. CPU usage is consumed higher than normal when table is loading and it 
becomes usual once again whenever loading task finishes. To observe the CPU processing 
time, Python script will be written and reckoned time in a millisecond (0.001 second) unit. 
 

5.2.2 Response time test 
 

Response time refers to the system time interval of a shown result perceived by users after 
making a selection/query on graphical user interface of the software application. At the same 
way as loading time test, the response time is also measured by CPU usage percentage of in-
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memory business intelligence software during any selection/query on the software’s graphical 
user interface. At the time users interact with graphical user interface, CPU usage rises up 
when the users enter requests for a response and wait for the result. Afterwards, it becomes 
normal over again when the response has returned completely. Python script will be run on the 
same machine for loading time test. Thereafter, response time test will be made on the similar 
tables after finished loading from loading time test. However, since in-memory business 
intelligence is the software itself that stores loaded data into RAM, the CPU usage is 
sometimes consumed by other processes without any click or action on graphical user 
interface. To reduce this noise from other interfered software processes, the response time is 
measured in 3 times to get the average number. 
 
 

In addition, since an interaction with business intelligence software is handling with data for different 
purposes, the test queries have been designed for a similar selection of specific value in order to 
measure the responsiveness on existing business intelligence and in-memory business intelligence 
software. The test query design can be divided up into 3 types: query from one table with 1-3 where 
conditions, query from two-joined tables with 0-1 where conditions, and query from three-joined 
tables with 0-1 where conditions. Further details about these test queries for response time test can be 
found in chapter 8. 
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6. Software Selection 
After the test case design processes, the next step is to select in-memory and conventional business 
intelligence software for testing. Based on information collected from pilot study, in-memory business 
intelligence software has been selected in order to perform BI functionality test and performance test. 
Nonetheless, on the other way for conventional business intelligence, we had not directly chosen the 
business intelligence software on our own as we did for in-memory business intelligence. Instead, the 
conventional business intelligence software for testing in this thesis derives from existing business 
intelligence applications in 3 banks. Hence, this chapter elaborates the selection process of in-memory 
business intelligence and describes the main features and software architecture of existing business 
intelligence applications from three of the case studies. 

6.1 Selection of in-memory business intelligence 
 
A selection process for in-memory business intelligence software is done based on the following 
gathered information from pilot study. 
 

• Available in-memory business intelligence software vendors from literature review 
from task 2.1.2 in figure 2. 

• Criteria collected from IT and operational users to evaluate business intelligence 
application from task 2.2.2, questionnaire interview, in figure 2. 

• Features of business intelligence/reporting tools needed for the business from task 
2.2.2, questionnaire interview, in figure 2. 

According to in-memory business intelligence vendor information from literature, four of the leading 
vendors have been considered – Qlikview, IBM Cognos TM1, Microsoft PowerPivot, and TIBCO 
Spotfire.  This is due to the fact that the rest of other leading vendors, Oracle and SAP, do not provide 
their own in-memory business intelligence software. Moreover, for the reason that the key criteria to 
evaluate business intelligence application comprise of functionality, flexibility, performance, and 
security, so that these four criteria will be determined in the software selection process. In addition, an 
importance of each business intelligence feature from interviews can be sorted out as follow:  
reporting, OLAP, performance budgeting, data mining, business performance management services, 
historical analytics, executive dashboard, regulatory compliance and risk management, benchmarking, 
and predictive analytics. 
 
Based on the above information, an illustration of 4 criteria, functionality, flexibility, performance, 
and security, with software vendor information from the literature review can be expressed in the form 
of table as below.  
 
 

Software 
Vendor 

Key Functions Flexibility 
 

(Forster, Wallas, and 
Gide 2010) 

Performance  
 

(Forster, Wallas, 
and Gide 2010) 

Security 

QlikView 
 

o Integrated view of 
information through 
different kinds of reports 

o Interactive dashboard 
visualization  

o Visual drill-down function 

64-bit RAM allows 
terabyte size datasets 
in memory 
 

Provide a high 
proficiency of 
implementation 
speed 

Information 
not provided 
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IBM Cognos 
TM1 

o Budgeting and planning 
process such as business 
goal setting 

o Forecasting process 
 

64-bit RAM allows 
terabyte size datasets 
in memory 
 

Provide a good 
proficiency of 
implementation 
speed 

Information 
not provided 

Microsoft 
PowerPivot / 
Project 
Gemini 

o Empowered MS Excel 
feature 

o SQL Server, Excel, and 
Sharepoint integration 
 

Offer auto-discovery 
and load balancing 
service 
 

Provide an average 
proficiency of 
speed at an average 
level 

Information 
not provided 

TIBCO 
Spotfire 

o Easy formulation of 
statistical analysis, 
modeling, and data 
mining  

o Dashboard capability 
 

Unlimited scalability Provide an average 
proficiency of 
speed at an average 
level 

Information 
not provided 

 

 

Table 9 Comparison of Functionality, Flexibility, and Performance among Different In-memory Business 

Intelligence Vendors 
 
Nonetheless, due to the fact that perspective of software security has rarely been mentioned in the 
company white papers, thus in this thesis we will not take into account with the security view point. 
Consequently, as mentioned earlier, in the testing stage BI functionality and performance test will be 
conducted, but with an exclusion for the security testing. Thus, in this chapter, we will consider and 
explain three of the key criteria, functionality, flexibility, and performance, to evaluate business 
intelligence application. 
 
Considering the functionality criterion, the most important business intelligence features gathered 
from interviews are the function of reporting and OLAP. Reporting is an elemental function that every 
vendor has provided, whereas OLAP refers to an ability that enables users to interact with software for 
making multi-dimensional analytical queries such as roll-up, drill-down, slicing, and dicing. Similarly, 
OLAP is a fundamental function of business intelligence software. In this case, all the above software 
vendors from table 8support OLAP feature; however, from the white paper it was mentioned that 
QilkView accommodates the most notable in-memory OLAP feature, i.e. drill-down function. 
Moreover, the second most important business intelligence features from interviews are performance 
budgeting, data mining, and business performance management services. Taking a look onto 
performance budgeting feature, IBM Cognos TM1 is the leading business intelligence vendor for 
providing budgeting and planning process, whereas TIBCO Spotfire is the only tool that mentions to 
data mining on its key features. Meanwhile, for the business performance management services which 
aim to provide a selection of goals and measured information that is relevant to business goals to 
improve a future performance, IBM Cognos TM1 is the only vendor who offers the performance 
management services i.e. business goal setting. 
 
In addition, regarding the flexibility criterion from table 8, you can see that TIBCO Spotfire provides 
the most flexible application support with unlimited scalability according to information from the 
white paper. Meanwhie, QlikView and IBM Cognos TM1 can also accommodate a flexibility support 
which allows huge datasets to keep in a terabyte size for 64-bit RAM memory; however, the software 
scalability is limited by the size of RAM. 
 
Finally, for the performance criterion, QlikView provides the highest implementation speed based on 
information from journal, whereas IBM Cognos TM1 and TIBCO Spotfire offer the second highest 
performance speed under from QlikView. 
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 Due to the above explanation, we can summarize the first best and second best software vendor for 
each evaluation criterion as below. 
 
 

Evaluation Criteria The Best Fit Software Vendors The Second Best Fit 
Software Vendor 

Functionality 
 

  

o Reporting and OLAP QlikView The rest are even 
o Performance budgeting IBM Cognos TM1 - 
o Data mining TIBCO Spotfire - 
o Business performance 

management services 
IBM Cognos TM1 - 

Flexibility TIBCO Spotfire QlikView and IBM Cognos 
TM1 

Performance QlikView IBM Cognos TM1 and TIBCO 
Spotfire 

 
Table 10 Summarization of the First and Second Best Fit Software Vendor towards 

Different Evaluation Criteria 
 

From table 9, you can see that QlikView is the most appropriate vendor in reporting and OLAP 
function, as well as for the performance subject. Meanwhile, TIBCO Spotfire is the most suitable on 
the subject of flexibility and scalability along with data mining and statistical analysis function, 
whereas IBM Cognos TM1 fits for performance budgeting and business performance management 
service function. 
According to the fact that this study focuses on two kinds of testing, i.e. BI functionality test and 
performance test, as well as list of tasks for testing in test case design comprise of the operational 
activities only for reporting and online analytical processing features; thus, QlikView is selected to be 
the most appropriate software vendor to perform testing in this thesis since it particularly possesses a 
performance capability and a function of reporting and online analytical processing. Furthermore, 
QlikView is the first patented vendor on in-memory business intelligence technology. It also offers a 
free software license for desktop client implementation. 
 

6.2 Conventional business intelligence architecture 
 
As mentioned earlier that a software selection process has not been made for conventional business 
intelligence in this thesis, instead, this subsection provides an illustration of conventional business 
intelligence system architecture and its main features for each of existing business intelligence in the 
three case studies. According to information gathered from a pilot study in chapter 4, it reveals that 
existing business intelligence system from three case studies consist of IBM Cognos, SAS Base, and 
STB Reporter. 

 

6.2.1 IBM Cognos 
 
The significant features of IBM Cognos Business Intelligence focus on social collaboration 
and analytics for operational user to perform a real-time and online intelligence on the 
graphical user-friendly interface. Generally, IBM Cognos is acquainted as a well-known 
“OLAP business intelligence tool”, which is capable of performing rapid multi-dimensional 

http://dict.longdo.com/search/acquainted
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analytical queries. There consist of several product components in order to support various 
types of work such as professional report tool, ad hoc report query tool, multi-dimensional 
cube data tool, semantic metadata layer tool that creates models or packages, and analytic and 
business intelligence package tool application (IBM 2010). Below figure depicts an overview 
of IBM Cognos business intelligence data flow architecture. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4 Data Flow Architecture of IBM Cognos Business Intelligence System 
 
Figure 4 illustrates overall data flow business intelligence architecture of IBM Cognos, which 
begins with the extraction process from the source systems. With any kinds of ETL tool, ETL 
process is done i.e. the data is extracted from the source systems and transformed before being 
loaded into the data warehouse or data mart. Basically, the tool handles with table extraction 
by using SQL query. The transformation step includes the process of data cleansing, data 
integrity checks, removing data redundancy and duplication, and summarization. After all data 
is consolidated into a data warehouse environment, the common Cognos business intelligence 
components comprising of Framework Manager, Transformer, and Cognos Report Studio tool 
come to access and use the data in data warehouse/data marts for its own different purpose. 
Framework Manager is a Cognos component that is used to create metadata models, which is 
necessary to know where and how the data is being used before any report development 
(Cognos 2005). Consequently, Cognos requires users to use Transformer component in order 
to create the multi-dimensional data models from data warehouse (Cognos 2004). These multi-
dimensional data models are generally distributed as the data cubes or OLAP which can be 
viewed by other software applications. Thereafter, Cognos Report Studio is used for designing 
and building any report that the company requires. These reports include complicated, 
multiple-page, and multiple-query reports against multiple databases (Cognos 2006). 

 

6.2.2 SAS Base 
 
Other conventional business intelligence from the case study is SAS Base. As generally 
known, SAS Base is a business intelligence tool based on the programming language that is 
designed for data access, transformation, and reporting (SAS 2009). Its main features 
comprise of the ready-to-use programs for information storage, information retrieval, and data 
manipulation, as well as the powerful data analysis capabilities e.g. descriptive statistics and 
advanced data correlations. SAS Base is classified as a “query-based business intelligence 
tool” which supports for Structured Query Language (SQL) in order to read, format, and 
analyze any data. Architecture of SAS Base business intelligence data flow can be illustrated 
as follows. 
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Figure 5 Data Flow Architecture of SAS Base Business Intelligence System 
 

As usual as other query-based business intelligence tools, data flow for SAS Base business 
intelligence architecture simply starts from the data loading process. Basically, the data is 
loaded from data warehouse into its own application by an execution of load script writing.  
Accordingly, a creation of metadata is done in order to define SAS data sets; similar to the 
loading process, metadata creation is as well handled by query script writing. This metadata 
information can help SAS programmer to write more flexible query scripts (SAS 2012). That 
means, by making use of metadata, it allows SAS programmer to write the syntax without any 
hard-code to the data set names. Eventually, the last data flow process is to create business 
intelligence reports e.g. produces graphs or tables in the standard office formats such as .rtf or 
.pdf. This process of report generation is again done by an execution of query scripts. Overall, 
you can see that the way of handling with data of SAS Base is to write and execute query 
scripts without any drag and drop or graphical user-friendly interface.  
 

6.2.3 STB Reporter 
 
The last conventional business intelligence to mention in this thesis is STB Reporter. 
Primarily, STB Reporter is one kind of specific business intelligence tools that is designed 
particularly for financial and regulatory reporting. Its key features compose of regulatory and 
detailed statistical computations, regulator-mandated automation, client-defined validation 
rules and cross checks, workflow automation, and trends and variance analysis (LombardRisk 
2012). An approach to handling with data in STB Reporter is called Straight-Through-
Processing (STP), which offers an automated reporting end-to-end processing of transactions 
for financial instruments. STP involves in using a single system to process and control the 
system’s work-flow elements for financial transactions. Generally, STB Reporter is 
considered as a “rule-based business intelligence tool” since its process of manipulating with 
data is controlled by rules. To develop a report, a set of rules, or if-then-else statements, has 
been created based on the business requirements. These rules encompass all required actions 
that should be taken within the scope of requirements; thereafter, these conditions determine 
outcomes of the reports derived on a consecutive rule-by-rule basis. That means the number of 
rules can influence the system performance on STB Reporter.  
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Figure 6 Data Flow Architecture of STB Reporter Business Intelligence System 
 

The above figure describes data flow business intelligence architecture of STB Reporter. 
Similar to other business intelligence tools, it starts with ETL process that loads data from 
various data sources or data warehouse by specifying the rule for loading on STB 
consolidating component, as known as “STB Consolidator”. This loading rule from the tool is 
generally managed by SQL query. However, there exists one key difference of ETL process 
on STB tool that it only consists of the tasks for extraction and loading without any 
transformation. Hence, it contains exactly the same loaded data to the sources. After all the 
tables are loaded, a creation of business rules is done by specifying STB rules on STB 
Consolidator. Consequently, the rule transformation step is handled and all the transformed 
data is kept into STB database repository. As a result, the data is centralized and stored into 
one single repository for the purpose of operational efficiency and the ease of use. Thereafter, 
in order to develop business intelligence report, a script for regulatory computation or 
validation rules is written on STB Reporter component to access the data in STB database 
repository. Accordingly, the process of report generation is performed to produce different 
kinds of electronic outputs. 
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7. BI Functionality Test 
As mentioned in chapter 5, the step for testing in this thesis can be separated into two parts: BI 
functionality testing and performance testing. This chapter aims to elaborate detailed steps of BI 
functionality testing after the test case design process.  
 
BI functionality testing in this thesis purposes to measure the ease of use and how does the user feel in 
order to complete the tasks on software application regarding the flexibility and function of reporting 
and online analytical processing of in-memory business intelligence software. BI functionality test 
produces result for research findings in the form of feedback questionnaire. Both IT and operational 
users are responsible to perform testing on the selected in-memory business intelligence software, i.e. 
QlikView in this study. IT users will be accountable for report development tasks, whereas operational 
users are in charge of the tasks for report viewing. These tasks derive from a selection of list of tasks 
for testing as mentioned earlier in chapter 5. 
 
Before the users perform the tasks for testing, a development of business intelligence reports is needed 
for operational users to view them. Based on the collected sample reports from task 2.2.3 in figure 2, 3 
reports for 3 different banks have been built on QlikView desktop client. These reports consist of 
Vintage Analysis report, Approval Rate Overview report, and Balance Sheet report. In addition, the 
ways to develop reports include load script writing, expression writing, and visualization construction. 
This visualization consists of fixed table, pivot table, chart, dashboard, and animation for instance. 
Examples of these report can be seen in Appendix F, G, and H.  
 
Thereafter, the usability testing process will be done on the installed system via testing environment 
on the banks’ client sites as described in task 5.1 from figure 2. In total, there consist of 12 test persons 
who performed this BI functionality test. Two of IT and operational users derive from each three of 
the case studies, Customer Credit Management Department, Cards and Risk Management Department, 
and Financial and Regulatory Reporting Department. Table below describes expertise level of the test 
persons in the field of business intelligence. 
 
 
  

Department Types of Test Person Occupational Role Years of Experience 
in Business 
Intelligence 

IT users Operational 
users 

Customer Credit 
Management 
 

  Credit Analyst 
 

5 

  Credit Analyst 
 

3 

  Business Intelligence Analyst 
Programmer 

 

4 

  Business Intelligence Architect 
 

8 

Cards and Risk 
Management 
 

  Credit and Risk Analyst 
 

5 

  Assistant Risk Manager  
 

5 

  Business Intelligence Developer 
 

6 

  Business Intelligence Developer 
 

8 
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Financial and 
Regulatory 
Reporting 
 

  Reporting Business Controller 
 

8 

  Reporting Business Analyst 
 

4 

  Business Intelligence Develoer 
 

10 

  Business Intelligence Developer 
& Analyst 

 

6 

 
Table 11Expertise Level of Test Persons in Business Intelligence Area 

 
 
 
The process for BI functionality testing can be divided into 5 steps as below. 
 

• Video demonstration 
 
To introduce about in-memory business intelligence technology and how to use the software, 
QlikView, in overview, a brief video presentation for in-memory business intelligence was 
shown to IT and operational users. 
 

• Software installation 
 
From there on, the software installation was carried out on the client sites via a different 
personal computer.  
 

• Report development test 
 
This step comes along with documentation that explains procedures and list of tasks to 
develop reports for testing. Only IT users participated in the report development test. 
According to a selection of list of tasks for testing, IT users are accounted for loading and 
transforming data into QlikView, as well as developing reports based on collected business 
requirements in AppendixB, C, and D. 
 
 

• Report viewing test 
 
Similar to report development test, the finished reports after a development and documentation 
were delivered to operational users for viewing. This combines activities of making data query 
and searching a specific value. Additionally, a particular interactive and visualized way of 
report viewing with QlikView software is also included i.e. report viewing in the form of 
table, charts, dashboards, or lists boxes, using bookmarks, as well as a way to export reports 
into different file formats. 
 

• Feedback evaluation 
 

Finally, in order to get the feedbacks from test persons, a semi-structured questionnaire has 
been created for both open-ended and closed questions. The respondents were requested to 
give their opinions and rate the scores, ranged from 0 - 25, towards in-memory business 
intelligence using compared with their own existing business intelligence software. 
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The average given scores of questionnaire feedback results from three banks can be summarized in 
table 10, 11, and 12 as below. Generally, these scores are categorized into 4 main areas – functionality, 
flexibility, ease of use (for business users), and ease of development. 
 
 

Evaluation Criteria 

IT user Operational user 
Existing 
Business 

Intelligence 
(Cognos) 

 

In-memory 
Business 

Intelligence 
(QlikView) 

Existing 
Business 

Intelligence 
(Cognos) 

In-memory 
Business 

Intelligence 
(QlikView) 

Functionality 
 (reporting and OLAP) 

19 19.5 19.5 19.5 

Flexibility 17.5 20 20.5 21 
Ease of use - - 19.5 20 
Ease of development 18.5 18.5 - - 

 
Table 12 Feedback Scored from Customer Credit Management Department Giving towards 

Cognos and QlikView 
 
Basically, the users from Customer Credit Management Department stated that functionality of 
QlikView worked fine in order to develop and view their reports. It was easy to make adjustments on 
the reports, as well as QlikView was able to support several types of data. One IT user and one 
operational user mentioned that report functions such as pivot tables, charts, general statistic functions, 
and drill-downs of QlikView were easy to use, required short learning curve, and powerful enough 
since they were the common-used functions for their business requirements. Nevertheless, the other 
one IT user and one operational user indicated that they preferred their own existing business 
intelligence, Cognos, that it was more user-friendly. They wondered about performance and a huge 
chunk of data that QlikView can handle with. For an automatic join feature of QlikView, one IT user 
preferably described to have it for the purpose of more convenient development and that it could be 
later customized, while another IT user mentioned that their database table structures in the reports 
were quite complicated and it might be better to avoid automatic join feature since it may lead to 
confusion and difficulty on implementation.  
 
 
 
 

Evaluation Criteria 

IT user Operational user 
Existing 
Business 

Intelligence 
(SAS) 

 

In-memory 
Business 

Intelligence 
(QlikView) 

Existing 
Business 

Intelligence 
(SAS) 

In-memory 
Business 

Intelligence 
(QlikView) 

Functionality  
(reporting and OLAP) 

20.5 21.5 20 20.5 

Flexibility 19.5 24 19.5 22.5 
Ease of use - - 20 21.5 
Ease of development 19 22.5 - - 

 

Table 13 Feedback Scored from Cards and Risk Management Department Giving towards 

SAS and QlikView 
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According to the feedback results in table 11, the respondents from Cards and Risk Management 
Department mentioned that they were satisfied with QlikView graphical user interface which 
facilitated the ease of development and viewing reports. They indicated that with an automatic join 
feature from QlikView it was easier to develop business intelligence reports rather than using SAS. 
The object tools for development from QlikView e.g. sheet objects, expression editor windows, and 
table viewers as well as the output reports e.g. charts, dashboards, list boxes, interactive interface, and 
animations were user-friendly. In addition, they specified that QlikView required less effort for the 
development compared with SAS that needs an expertise of programming, as well as it was easy to 
adjust the reports with QlikView whenever business requirements changed. However, they also 
indicated that it was a bit confused to view information by means of ‘Point-and-click’ technique at the 
first time using QlikView; moreover, it did not provide such a complex statistical analysis for future 
use. 
 
 

Evaluation Criteria 

IT user Operational user 
Existing Business 

Intelligence 
(STB Reporter) 

In-memory 
Business 

Intelligence 
(QlikView) 

 

Existing Business 
Intelligence 

(STB Reporter) 

In-memory 
Business 

Intelligence 
(QlikView) 

Functionality  
(reporting and OLAP) 

21 19.5 19 19.5 

Flexibility 19 20 20 20 
Ease of use - - 20 22 
Ease of development 20 18.5 - - 

 
Table 14 Feedback Scored from Financial and Regulatory Reporting Department Giving 

towards STB Reporter and QlikView 

 
Finally, based on the feedback results given from Financial and Regulatory Reporting Department in 
table 12, both IT and operational users mentioned that they were satisfied with the ‘Point-and-click’ 
feature of QlikView for a quick search on related information; however, they concerned about viewing 
a huge amount of data that the main page of the software might be lowly responsive and caused 
difficulties in case there were too many tables loaded. Although operational users indicated that they 
were pleased with QlikView capability in order to view data in fancy formats, it was not mandatory 
for their business requirements. Furthermore, IT users mentioned that an automatic join feature was 
quite useful for developing reports, but it might be better that if the software was able to suggest join 
conditions for the same field names and let the users to confirm whether they wanted to join tables 
with that key join or not. Nonetheless, they specified that the important thing was that financial and 
regulatory requirements required some validation rules between each report, as well as the fact that 
operational users should be able to edit the data if they had rights to do for a particular table, which 
seemed that the QlikView did not support for these requirements. Additionally, IT users referred that it 
was a bit troublesome for them to develop the complex reports since the QlikView required its own 
language for script writing; they preferred rule-based business intelligence software like STB Reporter 
that every development process was configured based on a rule by rule. For the criterion of flexibility, 
both IT and operational users stated that QlikView was able to support several types of database and 
output formats. However, according to the company policy, they did not allow business intelligence 
software to use ODBC connections due to the security concerns.  
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8. Performance Test 
Apart from BI functionality test, this chapter introduces and elaborates performance testing for the 
study in order to validate the performance benefit on in-memory business intelligence software. Due to 
the performance test purposes to determine the effectiveness or speed of the software program, a 
simulation of similar table structures to the bank running on in-memory business intelligence software 
has been conducted through a separated machine. Therefore, time consumption has been observed for 
two types of testing, loading time test and response time test, and compared with existing business 
intelligence software.  
 
In order to get the table structures for simulation, one bank from the case studies has been selected. 
According to the fact that our available hardware resources for testing are limited, the most 
approximate hardware specification between case studies and our hardware resources would be 
chosen. As a result, it shows that Financial and Regulatory Reporting Department from a small bank 
possesses the most proximate performance of the application server for running business intelligence 
software. Thereafter, ten tables, which are the most important to generate reports for their business, are 
selected by IT users. From the case study, we obtained information needed for a simulation i.e. 
application server specification, database type, number of records in the tables, number of fields, field 
types, loading time, and response time. Note that the response time is measured based on pre-defined 
queries which will be mentioned on subsection 8.2. 
 
Furthermore, to observe time consumption, CPU usage is reckoned during the loading and responding 
time of the software in a millisecond (0.001 second) unit. Way to observe the CPU usage is done by 
python script writing, as shown in AppendixI, which aims to monitor time stamp and CPU usage 
precisely on business intelligence software. Whenever the loading task starts or when users interact 
with the software user interface, the software consumes CPU usage higher than normal, and it become 
usual once again when loading task is completed or when the response has entirely returned. Hence, 
loading and responding time from business intelligence software is measured from the time difference 
while the CPU usage rises up and reaches back to the normal level. 
 
Detailed information and the results of these two types of performance testing in this study are 
illustrated as below. 

8.1 Loading time test 
 
Loading time test aims to measure the time spent on loading process between two system 
architectures, STB Reporter and QlikView. In other words, it handles with LOAD query statement 
against the target tables. The difference between conventional and in-memory business intelligence 
loading process is that conventional business intelligence loads all the tables within the disk-based 
storage from one place into another different place, i.e. loads data into its own business intelligence 
storage, whereas in-memory business intelligence loads tables from the disk storage into memory 
cache.  
 
As mentioned earlier that the similar table structures to the bank are simulated via separated computer 
machine in order to compare the performance of business intelligence software. The following table 
describes hardware specification and testing environment between existing business intelligence and 
in-memory business intelligence software for the performance test.  
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Computer Specification 
Existing Business Intelligence 

(STB Reporter) 
 

In-memory Business 
Intelligence 
(QlikView) 

 
Machine Type Application Server Laptop 
Memory Size 4 GB RAM 4 GB RAM 
Processor Speed 2CPU Quadcore Xeon Processor 

5000 Sequence 3.20 GHz  
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU M 

620 @ 2.67GHz 2.66 GHz 
System Type 64 bit OS 64 bit OS 
Operating System Windows Server 2003 Windows 7 
Database type Oracle 9i Oracle 11g 
Database connection type ODBC ODBC 
 

Table 15 Testing Environment between Existing and In-memory Business Intelligence for 

Performance Testing 

 
The most important thing to consider for testing between the different platforms is a hardware 
performance. From table 13, you can see that although both the memory size for testing between 
existing and in-memory business intelligence environment are equal, i.e. 4 GB RAM, the hardware 
performance capacity for in-memory business intelligence seems inferior rather than existing business 
intelligence since laptop performance is lower than the computer server performance in general. 
Moreover, even though the operating system and database type between these two testing 
environments are not similar, they are considered not to give a big influence as it is a software version 
difference, e.g. Windows Server 2003 against Windows 7, and Oracle 9i against Oracle 11g. For the 
other categories such as system type and database connection type between existing and in-memory 
business intelligence environment, they are all the same. 
 
Afterwards, a simulation of similar table structures is done via oracle database on a laptop computer. 
Ten table structures, which are selected by IT users, can be seen in AppendixJ. However, due to the 
confidential reasons from a bank, we did not get table names, field names, and the real sample record 
of data for a simulation. Thus, in this case, every record in each field, excluding primary keys and 
foreign keys, from 10 tables is simulated in a full range of data type values. Thereafter, these tables 
were loaded into in-memory business intelligence software. In the meantime, loading time for each 
table is reckoned by monitoring the time difference of CPU usage during business intelligence 
software processing as mentioned earlier. Below table describes loading time results in comparison 
between existing business intelligence, STB Reporter, and in-memory business intelligence software, 
QlikView. 
 

Table Name No. of 
Records 

Size of Table 
(Byte) 

Loading Time on STB 
Reporter (Second) 

 

Loading Time on 
QlikView (Second) 

 
TABLE1 25 4550 1.922 0.786 
TABLE2 1135 991990 30.078 0.979 
TABLE3 142 138592 29.436 1.431 
TABLE4 132068 130615252 61.123 8.689 
TABLE5 103034 111791890 53.593 7.94 
TABLE6 103039 54404592 14.500 3.307 
TABLE7 14212 3922512 3.562 0.764 
TABLE 8 2529271 1823604391 312.297 105.028 
TABLE 9 1043925 1190074500 436.219 52.000 
TABLE 10 48428 19177488 19.312 1.560 

 
Table 16 Loading Time Comparison between STB Reporter and QlikView 
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8.2 Response time test 
 
To measure the responsiveness that how quick of the business intelligence software interacts with the 
user input, the response time test is introduced in this study. Putting it another way, response time 
testing purposes to observe how fast of the SELECT query statement between conventional and in-
memory business intelligence. Namely, one query is executed on a disk-based storage for conventional 
business intelligence; meanwhile, the other query runs in the computer’s memory, i.e. RAM, for in-
memory business intelligence. Different types of queries have been designed for testing in this part. 
These test queries were run on the same loaded tables after loading time test. The test queries for 
response time testing can be categorized into 3 types as below. 
 
 

Query 1: Test Query from One Table 
 

a. With 1 WHERE condition 
select * from table8 where field_pk3 = 203; 

 
b. With 2 WHERE conditions 

select * from table8 where field_pk3 = 203 and record_stat = 8;  
 
c. With 3 WHERE conditions 

select * from table8 where field_pk3 = 203 and record_stat = 8 and field_pk1 = 
203; 
 

Query 2: Test Query from Two-joined Table 
 

a. Without WHERE condition 
select * from table4, table5 where table4.field_pk1 = 6 and where 
table5.field_pk1= 6; 
 

b. With 1 WHERE condition 
select * from table4, table5 where table4.field_pk1 = 6 and where 
table5.field_pk1= 6 and table 5.field5_5 = ‘abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz123456’; 
 

 
Query 3: Test Query from Three-joined Table 
 

a. Without WHERE condition 
select * from table4, table5, table8 where table4.field_pk1 = 6 and where 
table5.field_pk1= 6 and table8.field_pk1 = 6; 
 

b. With 1 WHERE condition 
select * from table4, table5, table8 where table4.field_pk1 = 6 and where 
table5.field_pk1= 6 and table8.field_pk1 = 6 and table 5.field13_5 = 
‘abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz123456’; 

 
 

In fact, the above test queries aim to represent a selection of data on business intelligence tool, which 
is the regular way that users interact with conventional business intelligence software. However, a way 
to execute the above queries in QlikView, the in-memory business intelligence, is simply done by 
point and click through the lists of data. For example, figure 7 represents how to execute query 1b in 
QlikView as below. 
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Figure 7 Query Execution Technique in QlikView 
 
Similar to loading time test, the response time is measured by time difference of risen-up CPU usage 
during a selection or query on the software’s graphical user interface. Nonetheless, time for response is 
quite little compared to time for loading; hence, the measurement can be inaccurate and biased. 
According to this fact, the response time testing has been measured for 3 times to increase an accuracy 
of the test. Thus, the response time is reported as an average number of the measured value for each 
query. 
 
The following table illustrates the response time results in comparison between existing business 
intelligence, STB Reporter, and in-memory business intelligence software, QlikView. 
 
 

Query Types 
Response Time on STB Reporter 

(Second) 
Response Time on QlikView 

(Second) 
1st 2nd 3rd Average 1st 2nd 3rd Average 

Query 1a 4.439 4.100 3.765 4.101 0.873 0.546 0.858 0.759 
Query 1b 4.358 3.987 4.211 4.185 0.655 0.436 0.546 0.546 
Query 1c 4.590 4.129 4.010 4.243 0.786 0.328 0.328 0.481 
Query 2a 7.511 7.201 7.228 7.313 1.201 1.326 0.983 1.170 
Query 2b 8.328 7.827 8.056 8.071 0.546 0.546 0.733 0.608 
Query 3a 9.058 9.321 8.911 9.097 1.606 1.742 1.311 1.553 
Query 3b 10.021 9.633 9.365 9.673 0.764 0.914 0.765 0.814 

 
Table 17 Response Time Comparison between STB Reporter and QlikView 
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9. Analysis 
This chapter elaborates an analysis of research findings in chapter 7 and 8. According to the acquired 
results from two types of testing, a comparison of obtained results between Cognos, SAS, and STB 
Reporter against QlikView to assess the appropriateness of in-memory business intelligence 
application has been made. In addition, a validation of in-memory business intelligence advantages 
mentioned in the white papers is provided regarding the speculation of QlikView as a representative of 
in-memory business intelligence software. A close examination of the test results is done in order to 
gain the better understanding, to determine the reasons or nature of causes, as well as to consider the 
feasible and infeasible traits or functions of QlikView. Moreover, this explains the reasons of how the 
judgments are derived by examining into detailed parts of the subject.  
 
Considering validity and reliability of the results, this thesis aims to control bias in research study 
especially in the data collection methods. These include semi-structured interviews, questionnaires, as 
well as the case selection. Refer to table 11 in chapter 7 you can see that the numbers of years 
experience of the test persons are quite solid to ground the input information. The average experience 
for both IT and operational users is around 5 years and the job roles of participants are all directly 
relevant to the thesis topic. Although the number of participants in functionality test is not very large, 
it is not too few. Twelve persons spent time approximately more than hours to complete the testing 
that are similar to their actual tasks.We can assure in a certain level that the results are quality and 
quite strong enough. Besides, we use the training for personnel study, e.g. vdo demonstration and 
feedback session, as a standardized protocol to minimize variability when several individuals are 
giving input data. How to select the case has been described in chapter 4, section 4.2.1 that 3 size of 
the commercial banks, small, medium, and large, are chosen to represent the primary banking business 
in different sizes. With this identified criteria used for case selection, the outcome is less prone to bias. 
Nonetheless, the limitation is that the cases are scoped down to banking business. 
 
In addition, this chapter also includes verification whether the test results proved that QlikView can 
solve these problems or not. Based on gathered information from chapter 4, the figured problems of 
conventional business intelligence both from literature in section 4.1.1 and interviews in section 4.2.2, 
table 4, can be listed down in table 16 as below.  Basically, table 16 categorizes the problems into two 
types: technological obstacles and managerial obstacles. Moreover, it summarizes and ranks all 
mentioned problems from the study in ascending order based on given feedback scores from the test 
persons. 
 
 

Types of 
Problems 

Rank Problems in Literatures Problems from Interviews 

Technological 
Obstacles 

1 - Too much time consumption to 
process/generate reports 
 
 

2 Data intelligence capability is insufficient 
 

3 - Too much effort required from IT 
experts 
 

4 Inconvenient interaction of 
data, architecture, and 
workflow support  
 

Inconvenient interactive interface of 
business intelligence components 

Managerial 1  Lack of training provide for business 
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Obstacles users to use the tools 
 

2 Lack of enough business 
involvement 
 

Not having enough corporate support 
 

3 Lack of cooperation 
between IT users and 
operational users 

Lack of enough cooperation between 
IT-support staff and business 

 
Table 18 List of Problems Faced on Conventional Business Intelligence from Literature and Interviews 
 
Due to the fact that this thesis is handling with a verification of business intelligence tool benefits, we, 
thus, only consider on the technological obstacles since managerial obstacles are beyond business 
intelligence tool’s capability. From table 16, you can see that the first ranked problem was regarding a 
time spent to process/generate business intelligence reports. This problem can be testified from the 
performance test analysis. Meanwhile, the second ranked technological problem was an insufficiency 
of data intelligence capability, which can be proved true by BI functionality test analysis on the 
criterion of software functionality and flexibility. In addition, the problem of too much effort required 
from IT users is examined by BI functionality test analysis on the criterion of the ease of development. 
Finally, the last problem concerning about inconvenient interactive interface of business intelligence 
component can also be verified by BI functionality test analysis on the criterion of the ease of use. 
Furthermore, the above mentioned problems are aligned with described problem statement in chapter 
1, i.e. unsatisfied software performance, lack of scalability of the system, hard coded business rules on 
business intelligence tools, and too complicated tools for operational users respectively. 
 
Generally, an outline in this chapter can be categorized into 3 parts: software comparison, BI 
functionality analysis, and performance analysis. For the BI functionality analysis, it is further divided 
into 4 evaluation criteria, composing of functionality, flexibility, the ease of development, and the ease 
of use. 
 

9.1 Software comparison 
 
Based on the types of testing in this thesis, comparisons of the test results between conventional and 
in-memory business intelligence software can be divided into 2 categories: BI functionality 
comparison and performance comparison. 
 

9.1.1 BI functionality comparison 
 

The test result comparisons for BI functionality test are done based on the given scores and 
open-ended answers from feedback questionnaire as mentioned in chapter 7. Basically, since 
there consists of 3 case studies from different banks in this thesis, a comparison between 
Cognos, SAS, and STB Reporter against QlikView will be made in this subsection. 
 
Considering the results from feedback questionnaire case by case, the given rating scores by test 
persons from three of the bank case studies, Cards and Risk Management Department, Customer 
Credit Management Department, and Financial and Regulatory Reporting Department, collected 
from table 10, 11, and 12 are summarized and can be seen as below. 
 

 
Evaluation IT user Operational user 
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Criteria SAS Qlik 
View 

Cog
nos 

Qlik 
View STB Qlik

View SAS Qlik 
View 

Cog
nos 

Qlik 
View STB Qlik 

View 
Functionality  
(reporting and 
OLAP) 

20.5 21.5 19 19.5 21 19.5 20 20.5  19.5 19.5 19 19.5 

Flexibility 19.5 24 17.5 20 19 20 19.5 22.5 20.5 21 20 20 
Ease of use - - - - - - 20 21.5 19.5 20 20 22 
Ease of 
development 

19 22.5 18.5 18.5 20 18.5 - - - - - - 

 
Table 19 Feedback Scores from Three of Case Studies Giving towards Existing Business 

Intelligence and QlikView 

 
a. Cards and Risk Management Department 

Taking a look at the fist case study, Cards and Risk Management Department, an 
existing business intelligence that is compared with in-memory business intelligence 
software, QlikView, in this case is SAS. From table 17, you can see that the test 
persons, both IT and operational users, gave a higher rating to QlikView rather than 
SAS for all the criteria. IT users in this department concluded that QlikView provides 
the best for software flexibility. Respectively, the ease of development was on the 
second rank, whereas software functionality came by at last. Meanwhile, operational 
users believed that QlikView was also the most capable for its flexibility, followed by 
the ease of use and functionality criteria accordingly. 

Compared with an existing business intelligence tool, SAS, you can see that IT and 
operational users first ranked functionality criteria on SAS. For the ease of use 
criterion, it came into the second rank, followed by the ease of development criterion 
on the third rank. Meanwhile, both IT and operational users gave SAS the lowest 
scores for flexibility criterion.  

Overall, based on the open-ended answers, the reason why IT and operational users 
gave the top scores on QlikView towards flexibility criterion is because they feeled 
that it was easier to adjust business intelligence reports when business requirements 
change. That means QlikView lessened an effort for the ease of development criterion 
e.g. an expertise of programming from IT users to work on business intelligence tools, 
as well as due to an automatic join feature and the friendly object tools for 
development. Moreover, the third ranked criterion, ease of use, was derived according 
to a friendly graphical user interface of QlikView for viewing reports even though it 
was a bit confused for the first time using 'Point-and-click' feature. Finally, 
functionality criterion was lastly rated due to the fact that the test persons believed 
that SAS was more competent to work for the complex statistical analysis, but still the 
QlikView score was quite closed to SAS since its functions were capable enough to 
generate reports for their businesses. 

 
 

b. Customer Credit Management Department 
 

The second case study is Customer Credit Management Department. In this case, 
Cognos is the existing business intelligence software that is used to compare with 
QlikView. Basically, from table 17, the highest score was given towards QlikView 
flexibility criterion and it was higher than Cognos based on IT and operational user 
opinions. The second ranked score was the ease of use criterion whereas the third and 
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fourth ranks were given to functionality and the ease of development 
criteria.However, these score numbers between Cognos and QlikView for the criterion 
of the ease of use, functionality, and the ease of development were rather closed, so 
that it could not really decide from operational user views whether Cognos or 
QlikView is better. 

 
Compared to Cognos ranks, the highest score from IT users was given to functionality 
criterion, while the ease of development and flexibility scores were inferior 
respectively. Nonetheless, in contrast, operational users determined that flexibility 
criterion for Cognos was finest, whereas its functionality and the ease of use were 
secondly ranked with an equal score to each other. 
 
As a whole, QlikView flexibility criterion still gained the highest score compared with 
other criteria from IT users. Likewise, operational users also gave the highest 
flexibility criterion score for QlikView, but with a very closed number to Cognos. 
Based on the open-ended answers, this is because QlikView was easy to adjust the 
reports when business requirements change, as well as it supported enough several 
types of data for IT users. However, regarding the proximate scores between Cognos 
and QlikView towards flexibility criterion given from operational users, we could not 
determine which one is better according to operational users’ viewpoint. Moreover, 
similar to the ease of use, functionality, and the ease of development criteria, 
QlikView and Cognos also gained the very closed scores, but based on the open-
ended answers, some of IT and operational users mentioned that QlikView provided 
enough common-used and user-friendly software functions such as charts, pivot 
tables, drill-downs, and ‘Point-and-click’ feature. Meanwhile, some other of IT and 
operational users feeled that Cognos was more user-friendly. In addition, according to 
the ease of development criterion, some IT users preferred to use automatic join 
feature for the purpose of more convenient development and that it could be 
customized later, whereas some of IT users considered that it might not be practical to 
develop the complex data structure reports. The test persons also concerned about in-
memory business intelligence performance issue to handle with a huge amount of real 
data. 

 
 

c. Financial and Regulatory Reporting Department 
 

The last case study deals with Financial and Regulatory Reporting Department. 
Existing business intelligence tool in this department is called STB Reporter. Based 
on the feedback results from table 17, IT users rated the highest score for QlikView 
over STB Reporter for flexibility criterion. However, for functionality and the ease of 
development criteria, QlikView was rated lower than STB Reporter respectively. At 
the meantime, the highest score was given to QlikView for the ease of use criterion 
from operational users, followed by flexibility and functionality criteria. QlikView 
was rated equal to STB Reporter for flexibility criterion; in the same way, it was rated 
approximate to STB Reporter for the functionality criterion as well. 
 
Taking a look on STB Reporter, IT users feeled that STB Reporter worked finest for 
its functionalities. Consequently, the scores were given to the ease of development 
and flexibility criteria in order. In addition, for operational users, each criterion has a 
proximate score, which is not much different from QlikView. The criteria of 
flexibility and the ease of use were equally rated, while functionality criterion got a bit 
lower score. 
 
Generally, operational users preferred QlikView the most for the ease of use criterion 
according to the fact that they were satisfied with ‘point-and-click’ feature to provide 
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the quick search information. Additionally, they were able to view data in fancy 
format; however, it was not a mandatory business requirement. Meanwhile, like the 
other above cases, IT users concluded that QlikView was the most competent for 
flexibility criterion, whereas operational users gave the second ranking to QlikView’s 
flexibility with an equal score to STB Reporter. This is because the test persons 
described that QlikView was capable to support different types of databases and 
output formats, which seemed to be a feature particularly for IT users. However, IT 
users gave QlikView the scores for functionality criterion lower than STB Reporter, 
whereas operational users only gave QlikView a bit higher score rather than STB 
Reporter. This is for the reason that financial and regulatory requirements consisted of 
the requirements that in-memory business intelligence tool seemed not being able to 
support them. These requirements comprised of the validation rules between each 
business intelligence report and the requirement that operational users should be 
allowed to edit data in tables in case they have the rights to do. Besides, the given 
scores for QlikView on the ease of development criteria were the lowest and also 
minor than STB Reporter since IT users feeled that it was a bit difficult to develop 
complex reports that needed QlikView’s own script language to do for. Even though 
IT users mentioned that an automatic join feature was useful and made it easier to 
develop reports, they preferred if the software would be able to suggest the join 
conditions for users instead of joining them automatically. Lastly, the test persons 
concerned that viewing a big chuck of data probably causes difficulties and low 
responsiveness. 

 

9.1.2 Performance comparison 

 
Furthermore, a comparison for performance test can be described according to the test results as 
stated in chapter 8. Generally, a performance comparison can be separated into two types: 
loading time and response time. A comparison between STB Reporter and QlikView regarding 
the time consumption for table loading and the response time will be made in this subsection. 

 
 

• Loading time comparison 
 

Based on the loading time results obtained from table 14 in chapter 8, you can see that the 
loading time performance for each table on QlikView, was significantly faster than the loading 
time result on STB Reporter in this case. Furthermore, the amount of time spending for table 
loading apparently depends on the size of table, which can refer to the number of records, 
number of fields, field types, and size of data kept in a record field. From table 14, when table 
size expands, loading time on both STB Reporter and QlikView tends to increase as well.  
 
 
• Response time comparison 

 
Similar to loading time comparison, the response time results from table 15 in chapter 8 
were measured during the formulated queries on the business intelligence software’s 
graphical user interface. From table 15, you can see that the average results of response time 
spent on QlikView by each query were notably lower than STB Reporter. Moreover, these 
results reveal that the amount of time spent on waiting for the response depends on the types 
of queries. In other words, the amount of response time relies upon the complexity of 
queries; the more complicated of the query is, the more time spent for responsiveness tends 
to increase. Furthermore, a comparison between STB Reporter and QlikView shows that 
when the complexity of the query rises up, the response time on STB Reporter is likely to 
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increase steadily. Meanwhile, on the other hand, when the complication of the query arises, 
the response time on in-memory business intelligence tends to gradually increase.  

 

9.2 BI functionality analysis 
 
In this section, an analysis from BI functionality test is made based on questionnaire feedbacks from 
the test persons. Overall, an examination of the test results has been made to describe nature of causes 
and the feasible and infeasible functions of QlikView. Moreover, a validation of the test results 
whether QlikView can solve the problems mentioned in table 16 or not has been made, as well as in-
memory business intelligence benefits from the white papers is described based on a speculation with 
respect to QlikView. This section can be categorized by each evaluation criterion from the 
questionnaire – functionality, flexibility, ease of development, and ease of use. 
 

9.2.1 Flexibility 
 
Based on the collected questionnaire results from three of the case studies in table 17, most IT 
and operational users concluded that QlikView is the most capable and competent over SAS, 
Cognos, and STB Reporter on the subject of software flexibility, except only STB Reporter 
operational user that rated QlikView flexibility into the second rank. According to the open-
ended answers, IT users claimed that QlikView was able to handle the business requirement 
changes, as well as it provided support on several types of data and output formats. By 
considering the way of how QlikView, in-memory business intelligence, works, it stores all 
loaded data from tables into RAM and lets the application using pointer to handle with these 
data directly. In contrast, all the conventional business intelligence approach from the case 
studies, SAS, Cognos, and STB Reporter, stores data into disk, and handles and retrieves data in 
interest by using SQL script. Since the software flexibility refers to the ability of software to 
easily change in response to system requirements or different users, according to this difference, 
QlikView was designed to operate with all data in the most simply way by using pointer in 
RAM. Due to this fact, it offers a better ease when a system or component is modified for use in 
QlikView rather than SAS, Cognos, and STB Reporter. That is, there exists a less use of SQL 
script that is often hard coded on conventional business intelligence software. Instead, it allows 
users to select the specific data by clicking on those items. Another example is such as an 
easiness of transforming data into different displays e.g. pivot tables, charts, or dashboards.  
 
However, Cognos and STB Reporter operational users gave the approximate scores between 
their own existing business intelligence and QlikView, so that we could not really judge that the 
flexibility criterion for QlikView is better than these conventional approaches from the case 
studies. This might cause from the fact that the tasks for operational users consist of viewing 
reports and querying data. The conventional approaches to deal with these tasks from Cognos 
and STB Reporter are usually handled by drag and drop feature or graphical user interface; 
meanwhile, QlikView manages by ‘Point-and-click’ feature. That means whenever the business 
requirements change, the method between QlikView against Cognos and STB Reporter seem 
not to be varied from each other that much. They are all using a simple way with friendly 
graphical user interface to view and query data, which expose a fast learning curve. 

 
Hence, the flexibility criterion for QlikView was proved to be better than SAS, Cognos, and 
STB Reporter particularly for IT users. 
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9.2.2 Ease of use 

 
Ease of use is the second competent criterion of QlikView which gained the higher feedbacks 
than SAS, the query-base business intelligence tool, and STB Reporter, the rule-based business 
intelligence tool, consentaneously from these two case studies. Operational users mentioned that 
were satisfied with the ‘point-and-click’ feature that accommodates for quick search of 
information and a friendly graphical user interface from QlikView although some of them 
claimed that it was a little confused for the first time using. It is a similar reason to the flexibility 
criterion that QlikView aims to design the object components and using method to be the 
simplest to let the software instantly handle with the data. Unlike query-based business 
intelligence tool, with less use of SQL scripts it allows non-expertise users, who are not familiar 
with programming, to work with their requirements easier on the tools. These tasks for 
operational users possibly include data consolidation, searching, and visual analysis via charts, 
tables or diagrams. ‘Point-and-click’ feature is an example of simple and straightforward way to 
operate with data. It is quite easier in a comparison with the rule-based business intelligence, 
which need the sequence steps of rule identification select and view the data. Moreover, even 
though some test persons mentioned about a little confusion for the first time using on QlikView 
since it is quite a diverse way from the conventional approach to deal with data, with this 
simplicity, it will take only a few time to learn how to use it. However, the ease of use on 
QlikView is only applicable for operational users. By means of a friendly graphical users 
interface, the design was specifically aimed for front-end users. That means QlikView only 
offers the easiness on the software to some levels, which is not include the complicated tasks 
such as advanced configuration or complicated table join relations. 
 
Nevertheless, the given scores for pair wise comparison between QlikView and Cognos showed 
such closed numbers, so that we could not determine whether QlikView or Cognos, the 
representative of OLAP tool, is better for the ease of use criterion. In this case, ‘Point-and-click’ 
against drag-and-drop or slice-and-dice feature, which are represented as the key features of 
OLAP tool, expose a similar level of capability for the ease of use criterion according to the 
feedback results. 
 
Thus, QlikView was verified to be better than SAS and STB Reporter over the criterion of the 
ease of use for operational users. 

 

9.2.3 Ease of development 
 
Taking a look into the ease of development criterion for QlikView, its score came into the third 
rank. Due to the pair wise comparisons, QlikView gained higher score rather than SAS; 
meanwhile, the given scores between QlikView and Cognos were even, and lastly the score for 
QlikView was lower than STB Reporter. As mentioned earlier in chapter 7 that IT users both 
agreed and disagreed that QlikView provided the ease of development better than their own 
existing business intelligence tools. SAS IT users were satisfied with an automatic join feature, 
whereas most of STB Reporter users feeled that it was a little troublesome and not practical to 
develop complex structured reports for the reason that it required its own script writing. 
According to the reasons given for the ease of use criterion, QlikView merely facilitates 
business intelligence usability to some levels.  
 
Compared to conventional approaches from the three case studies, the task for report 
development was started from loading data into business intelligence software by using ETL 
tool or query script, followed by the step of data transformation, and thereafter it came into the 
development of reports based on their business requirements. Nonetheless, in the meantime, 
QlikView operates the task of loading and transforming data at the same time. All required 

http://dict.longdo.com/search/consentaneous
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tables will be loaded at once after the filter conditions have been put for data transformation. 
That means, if there exists the complicated table relations, it might cause the difficulty for IT 
users to operate with the loading task all at once, which is handling with query script writing. 
Furthermore, IT users might not be accustomed with this new way of dealing with data on 
QlikView. With the rule-based business intelligence software that each development process is 
configured logically based on a rule step by step, it appears to be easy to follow and debug the 
software step by step/rule by rule. However, with an automatic join feature from QlikView, it is 
rather convenient that there is no need for IT users configure these natural joins between tables, 
and yet it can be later customized which can possibly have some learning curves. Taking a look 
into query-based business intelligence tool, which handles every task by SQL script, QlikView 
seemed to provide a better ease of development with an automatic join. In addition, for the task 
for report development on QlikView, it is quite simple and easy according to the aforementioned 
‘point-and-click’ feature and other visual objects for development.  
 
In conclusion, QlikView’s ease of development criterion was proved to be better only rather 
than SAS. 

 
 

9.2.4 Functionality 
 
Lastly, the feedback results given for QlikView functionality criterion are varied by each case 
study. Quite similar to the ease of development criterion, QlikView functionality scores were 
higher than SAS in this case, since IT and operational users thought that it provided enough 
software functions for reporting and OLAP, whereas the Cognos users gave indifferent feedback 
scores between these two types of the systems. Meanwhile, the total scores for QlikView from 
IT users were lower than STB Reporter, due to the fact that there were some requirements that 
QlikView could not support them.   
 
In fact, the propriety of QlikView depends on different types of business requirements. That is, 
QlikView merely provides the fundamental functions for business intelligence tasks such as 
reporting and online analytical processing functions e.g. roll-ups, drill-downs, and slices and 
dices. By means of how in-memory business intelligence works, it deals with managing pointer 
among all loaded data in computer memory, i.e. RAM. According to this fact, the certain 
techniques of functions for in-memory business intelligence are especially handling with 
associative join relations and data visualization, such as analytical dashboards, graphs, and pivot 
tables. That means these techniques do not facilitate to other complex analyses of data, such as 
statistics, data mining, business planning, forecasting, or performance budgeting. Hence, to sum 
up, QlikView, the representative of in-memory business intelligence in this study, is suitable for 
the businesses that require the common-used reporting functions and a visual presentation of 
data; it is not suitable for the businesses that require complicated structured of reports or 
complex analysis. 
 
To summarize, QlikView was only proved to be better than SAS over the functionality criterion 
for both IT and operational users. 

 

9.3 Performance analysis 
 
 
 Based on the test results in chapter 8, as well as since some of the test persons from BI functionality 
test also concerned about QlikView performance in order to deal with large amounts of data, a 
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performance analysis between QlikView and STB Reporter is done and can be described in this 
section. Generally, types of performance analysis are separated according to the types of performance 
test; that is loading time analysis and response time analysis. 
 

9.3.1 Loading time 
 
The obtained results from performance test show that loading time spent QlikView was 
significantly faster than conventional business intelligence. For a better illustration, below figure 
and table have been created to observe a loading time performance between QlikView and STB 
Reporter. 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 8 Loading Time Comparison between QlikView and STB Reporter by Table Size 
 
 

Table Name Size of Table (Byte) Loading time ratio 
TABLE1 4550 2.4453 
TABLE2 991990 30.7232 
TABLE3 138592 20.5702 
TABLE4 130615252 7.0345 
TABLE5 111791890 6.7497 
TABLE6 54404592 4.3846 
TABLE7 3922512 4.6623 
TABLE 8 1823604391 2.9735 
TABLE 9 1190074500 8.3888 
TABLE 10 19177488 12.3795 
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Table 20 Loading Time Ratio between QlikView and STB Reporter by Table Size 
 

From figure 8, it is clearly to see that QlikView consumed much more less time rather than STB 
Reporter for a table loading. When the size of table increased, you can see that time spending for 
table loading on QlikView slowly grew in number. Compared to STB Reporter, loading time 
spent tends to rise more sharply than QlikView software.  
 
In addition, table 18represents loading time ratio between QlikView and STB Reporter business 
intelligence. It can be seen that the ratio numbers firstly came into the large amount and later 
was likely to decrease when the size of table expanded into a massive quantity. According to 
this fact, it can be said that QlikView greatly improves the loading time performance on 
conventional business intelligence, in this case STB Reporter, when table size is not too vast; at 
the meantime, the improved performance becomes lower when table size massively enlarges. 
 
However, considering the loading time ratio between between QlikView and STB Reporter, you 
will see that the more disk space of the table rises up, the more ratio number is likely to lessen. 
This means that QlikView performance have a tendency to lessen whenever the size of table 
expands. 

 

9.3.2 Response time 
 
Similar to loading time analysis, the average response time results from the test reveal that 
QlikView greatly shortens the waiting time spent on STB Reporter tool. The following figure 
and table represent average response time comparison and ratio between QlikView and STB 
Reporter by types of query. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 9 Average Response Time Comparison between QlikView and STB Reporter 

by Types of Query 
 
 

Query type Response time ratio 
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Query 1a 5.4031 
Query 1b 7.6648 
Query 1c 8.8212 
Query 2a 6.2504 
Query 2b 13.2747 
Query 3a 5.8577 
Query 3b 11.8833 

 
Table 21 Average Response Time Ratio between QlikView and STB Reporter by Types of Query 

 
 

Taking a look on figure9, it can be seen that the average response time on QlikView remained a 
little fluctuated, but still lower than 2 seconds, which was considerably far from the average 
response time waiting on STB Reporter software. The amount of response time waiting on STB 
Reporter appeared to keep rising due to the complexity of query. However, since QlikView 
handles to submit query through the way of ‘point-and-click’, it means that in order to add more 
conditions to the query, the users need to operate by clicking on a particular interested value 
instead of running through the whole script one more time. This is the reason why QlikView 
response time was little fluctuated; that is, whenever more conditions were added to the same 
query, the response time would go declined. 
 
Besides, table 19shows that the average response time ratio was also fluctuated due to the 
aforementioned reason. Nevertheless, if we consider the totally different types of query, which is 
not an adding of conditions, such as query 1a, 2a, and 3a, you will see that the response time 
ratio remained constant between 5 and 6. However, considering the ratio number as a whole, 
they have a tendency to get higher. This means that the response time performance of QlikView 
is likely to improve from STB Reporter when the user query increases its complexity. 
 

 
According to above explanation both on loading and response time, the reasons for a better 
performance on QlikView cause from the fact that in-memory business intelligence eliminates the two 
main processes for database management that occur in conventional business intelligence. These 
processes comprise of the caching and data transferring. As mentioned earlier in chapter 3, caching is 
a method that keeps an image of consistent data to the physical database. Inside the caching process, 
there exist two of sub-processes, which are cache synchronization and cache lookup that deal between 
RAM and CPU. Meanwhile, a data transferring process in conventional database system manipulates 
with sending request and copying data passed through business intelligence application, database, and 
file system back and forth every time the data is modified. With in-memory business intelligence, the 
caching process has been discarded and the data transfer process is replaced by pointer using to 
identify the position of all data into RAM. Due to this fact, in-memory business intelligence removes 
an important source that causes a performance overhead and complicatedness in conventional business 
intelligence. An elimination of several sub-processes on data transferring helps in cutting down 
memory consumption in RAM. 
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10. Discussions 
In this chapter, the main findings with regard to research question have been summarized and 
discussed in general based on the obtained results from BI functionality and performance testing. 
Furthermore, limitations in this study are described in terms of research methodology used, sources of 
errors, and a chance for bias of the results. After all, a possible opportunity for in-memory business 
intelligence has been mentioned in this section. 
 

10.1 Summary and discussions of research findings 
 
To answer the research question in this thesis, i.e. whether in-memory business intelligence does solve 
certain problems of conventional business intelligence or not and how, list of the problems both 
gathered from literature and pilot interview, which is already mention in previous chapter, can be 
explained as below. 
 

a. Too much time spent to generate/process business intelligence reports 
b. Insufficient data intelligence capability of business intelligence tools 
c. Too much effort needed from IT expert to develop business intelligence reports 
d. Inconvenient interactive interface of business intelligence components  

 
The above list of concerning problems on business intelligence tools is sorted by importance. 
Generally, problem a. was proved by performance analysis. From the results, we can speculate that in-
memory business intelligence improves conventional business intelligence performance with regard to 
loading time and response time spending. This is due to the fact that in-memory business intelligence 
stores data into RAM and eliminates the process of caching and data transferring, which normally take 
place in database management on conventional business intelligences. 
 
For the time being, problem b. was testified by BI functionality analysis on the criterion of software 
functionality and flexibility. In-memory business intelligence was verified by IT users and speculated 
to be better than rule-based, query-based, and OLAP tools, over the flexibility criterion since it offers 
a better ease when system or component modifies by simply using pointer to handle with data into 
RAM, i.e. using ‘Point-and-click’ feature. It provides a less use of SQL script, which is usually hard 
coded on conventional business intelligence tool. However, for functionality criterion, only query-
based system, i.e. SAS, that the feedback results indicated that QlikView was better as long as in-
memory business intelligence deals with pointer among all loaded data into RAM. Thus, its technique 
mostly handles with associative join relations and data visualization, which does not involve other 
complex analysis functions. 
 
Meanwhile, problem c. was also proved by criterion of the ease of development from BI functionality 
analysis. However, we can only speculate that in-memory business intelligence provides better ease of 
development over the query-based business intelligence software, not for the OLAP and rule-based 
tools. This is because even though QlikView provides data visualization and automatic join feature, it 
only facilitates IT user for the task of report development to some levels. There still exists a difficulty 
dealing with SQL loading script for the complicated table relations using in-memory business 
intelligence.  

 
Finally, problem d. was verified in accordance with the ease of use from BI functionality analysis. The 
results revealed that in-memory business intelligence simplifies the ease of use over query-based and 
rule-based business intelligence tools. This speculation derives from the reasons that in-memory 
business intelligence aims to design object components and use the simple method to allow instant and 
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direct handling through data on RAM. Nonetheless, this benefit for the ease of use was treated equally 
to OLAP tool capability. 
 
The aforementioned results do align with information gathered from literature review that in-memory 
business intelligence provides faster query engine; however, this is not for a better ease of use over all 
kinds of conventional business intelligence, i.e. at least not for OLAP tools according to the test 
results.Overall, from the above explanation, in-memory business intelligence tends to be suitable for 
the light architecture systems such as small and medium enterprises. This is due to the fact that in-
memory business intelligence accommodates the users with high-speed performance, flexibility, and 
simplicity rather than the complex functionality that handles with such complicated business 
requirements and data structures. In general, whereas the large-scaled enterprises considerably require 
complex business intelligence tools to process their tasks, small and medium enterprises basically need 
flexible, simple, lightweight, and efficient software solutions. This does match with in-memory 
business intelligence capability that offers the fast query engine, on-demand calculations, and visually 
interactive user interface. According to its advantages, there is a possibility that IT users will be 
replaced by operational users. It is likely that operational users will be able to deal with in-memory 
business intelligence tools by themselves for such common and simple requirements. Nonetheless, we 
cannot really say that in-memory business intelligence is applicable to all small and medium 
enterprises; it actually depends on the types of business requirements. In-memory business intelligence 
tools seem to best fit for the reports that contain simplified relations of tables from various sources, as 
well as it is suitable for the requirements that are subject to change on the different fancy formats of 
reports for the management users. In-memory business intelligence seems not to be practicable for the 
reports that are strict to structures, especially one single report structure such as one table that contains 
the data from multiple sources. Moreover, since in-memory business intelligence stores data into 
RAM and lets the software using pointer to deal with data directly, it shortens the processes in OLAP 
business intelligence tools e.g. a creation of metadata and data cubes. 
 
Finally,theethical and social consequences of in-memory business intelligence are possible 
that it can help to reduce the gap between IT and operational users for small and medium 
enterprises in such way that the operational users are able to perform technical tasks on their 
owns such as data loading, querying, and generating report. Meanwhile, in-memory 
consultant role is plausible to emerge for the large enterprises. Because ETL process in in-
memory is rather complex than conventional business intelligence, with more complicated 
requirements the needs for deep understanding of in-memory tool script are required. 
 

10.2 Limitations of the study 
 
Although a research method in this thesis was structurally designed to achieve research purpose of the 
study, there exist some limitations that need to be aware of. First of all, since this thesis adopts a 
qualitative research methodology approach, it heavily involves in the study process and gives such 
subjective views based on the small number of particular participants. With this small quantity of 
samples, it can lead us to interpret the test results according to personal biased views from the test 
persons. Moreover, the scope of samples is only limited to banking businesses who have been used 
business intelligence as their existing tools for reporting. Besides, the comparisons have been made 
between existing business intelligence systems that the users have used for some time and in-memory 
business intelligence, which is considered as a totally new system for them. Hence, this might also 
cause bias towards existing or in-memory business intelligence system that the users may prefer the 
old systems since they are accustomed to them or they may be in a favor of in-memory business 
intelligence for the reason that they get tired of the old systems.  
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Furthermore, with regards to the pair wise comparison approach between particular conventional and 
in-memory business intelligence, this thesis do not make a generalization for analysis of all 
conventional and in-memory business intelligence. Instead, it only provides a scientific speculation as 
a guideline that can point the way to future research in this field. 
 
Finally, due to the fact that some of the results from test persons in this thesis expose such closed 
numbers of the feedback scores between two systems, i.e. conventional and in-memory business 
intelligence, therefore, we could not really decide that which one is better. However, in this case, 
judgments were alternatively made based on the open-ended answers from feedback evaluation in the 
form of questionnaire.  
 

10.3 Opportunity for in-memory business intelligence and 
future works 

 
Apparently, in-memory business intelligence provides such a powerful high-speed performance and 
software flexibility.  With 64-bit memory, in-memory business intelligence allows its storage to have a 
terabyte size of data for a faster time processing rather than other conventional business intelligence. 
However, this in-memory technology takes out the logical conventional processes, for example, ETL 
technology, data cube creation, and dimensional model creation, which everybody is already familiar 
with and has been used for over decades. In-memory business intelligence does strict to a high 
capacity of computer memory if we also consider an expanding of data year over year. Besides, a lot 
of people have questioned about the survivability of database. From the above mentioned reasons, in-
memory business intelligence is not going to replace conventional business intelligence in the future. 
On the other way, it will be offered as another alternative technology with an upgrade for its 
functionalities to the business enterprises.  
 
Furthermore, in-memory business intelligence seems to be appropriate to react flexible with frequently 
changing environments and volatile environments such as a method of on-the-fly calculation. As a 
result, it is in line with an agile method in software development process that focuses on rapid and 
flexible response to change, as well as contribute to a creation of change. Hence, for further study, we 
suggest that in-memory business intelligence should be considered towards applying itself as a tool for 
agile software development approach particularly in the field of business intelligence information 
systems.   
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11. Conclusions 
This study focuses to address conventional business intelligence problems of complicated business 
intelligence tools, lack of scalability of the system, dissatisfied performance, and hard coded business 
rules and often changed business requirements by examining and testifying in-memory business 
intelligence capability against conventional approaches. Primary and secondary resources were used in 
this study.  
 
Generally, a collection of primary data derives from pilot study that is divided into 2 steps: literature 
review and semi-structured interview. Literature review for this primary source data gathered 
information of major problems on conventional business intelligence in literature and available in-
memory business intelligence vendors on today's market. For the time being, semi-structured interview 
collected data from three of Thai banks as the case studies in this thesis. The interview can be 
separated into 3 types, phone call interview, questionnaire interview, and post-interview. Phone call 
interview aims to collect information regarding operational activities on existing business intelligence. 
Meanwhile, questionnaire interview includes information of problems faced and features needed on 
existing business intelligence, as well as the criteria to evaluate business intelligence applications. 
Lastly, post-interview aims to gather additional information required; in this case, the existing sample 
reports had been collected. In addition, for the secondary source data, essential information and critical 
points of in-memory business intelligence knowledge were gathered from various publications 
including books, journals, and white papers. This information was integrated in the thesis to support 
the research findings. 
 
Based on information gather from pilot study, the process of test case design had been conducted. 
Basically, there consists of two types of testing: BI functionality test and performance test. BI 
functionality test measures the user opinions from 3 case studies regarding the criteria to evaluate 
business intelligence software, i.e. functionality and flexibility, as collected from pilot study. Its 
processes contain a creation of lists of tasks for testing and feedback questionnaire, whereas 
performance test is divided into loading time test and response time test to validate in-memory 
business intelligence performance against conventional business intelligence from one of the case 
studies. Pair wise comparisons between selected in-memory business intelligence, QlikView, and 3 
conventional business intelligence tools from the case studies, Cognos, SAS, and STB Reporter, were 
made after BI functionality and performance testing. 
 
The test results show that in-memory business intelligence enhances conventional business 
intelligence performance for the problem of too much time spending to process business intelligence 
reports by improvements of loading time and response time. This is due to the reason that in-memory 
business intelligence, which stores data into RAM, eliminates important process of database 
management system, i.e. caching and data transferring processes. Moreover, concerning the problem 
of hard coded business rules, often changed business requirements, and lack of system scalability, in-
memory business intelligence tool was speculated to be more flexible than rule-based, query-based, 
and OLAP tools because of the way that it simply uses pointer to directly handle with data into RAM 
by means of 'Point-and-click' feature. From the test results, in-memory business intelligence provides 
less SQL script writing that is often hard coded on conventional business intelligence tool. However, 
its functionality was proved to be better than only query-based system, in this case, SAS software 
since its notably functions deal with associative join relations and data visualization, which do not 
involve with the complicated analysis functions. At the meantime, the problem of business intelligence 
tool complicatedness was also measured by the ease of development and ease of use criteria. From the 
results, we can only speculate that in-memory business intelligence provides better ease of 
development rather than query-based tools since it was able to facilitate IT user in the task of report 
development to some levels and there was still a complication to handle with script writing for the 
complex table relations by using in-memory business intelligence. In addition, it revealed that in-
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memory business intelligence makes the tool easy to use over query-based and rule-based business 
intelligence due to the fact that it applies a simple method to allow direct handling through the data on 
RAM. 
 
An implication from a study of in-memory business intelligence technology in this thesis is that it is 
likely to be applicable for small and medium enterprises. With its easiness and flexibility, in-memory 
business intelligence affords low administrative burdens and minimal upfront efforts. This basically 
resembles small and medium enterprise’s needs, which require simple, flexible, lightweight, and 
proficient architecture solutions. Unlike the large-scaled enterprises, they demand business 
intelligence tools which are capable to provide more complex functions to operate their tasks. 
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Appendix 

Appendix A: 

Questionnaire: the Use of Business Intelligence in a Bank 
 

Name of your bank: 
 

 

Department you are in charge of: 
 

 

Name of your devision and team under the 
department: 
 

 

Please describe the role of your devision and 
team under the department: 
 

 

Name of your position: 
 

 

Please describe your personal responsibilities 
in the team: 
 

 

How many Business Intelligence/Reporting 
Systems that your team corresponds 
with/takes care of ? What are they used for? 
Please describe: 
 

 

Describe your daily activities corresponding 
with Business Intelligence/Reporting Systems 
in details.  
 
What are the tools used? and How?: 
 

 

Identify the most significant problems faced 
while working with Business 
Intelligence/Reporting System among your 
team?  
(You can select more than one option): 
 

(1) Data intelligence capability is insufficient (e.g. even though 
business intelligence tools provide reports to meet business 
demand, it doesn't really assist the management to make a 
decision, or there still need a lot of manual adjustments). 

(2) Too much time consumption to process/generate reports. 
(3) Too much effort required from IT expert to 

adjust/configure the tools. 
(4) Not having enough corporate support (i.e. it does not 

include business context such as corporate strategies, 
business goals, or business rules, so the solution doesn't 
resolve the real business concerns). 

(5) Lack of enough cooperation between IT-support staff and 
business users. 

(6) Lack of training provide for business users to use the tools 
(7) Interaction interface of BI components is inconvenient. 

What are the most influenced consequences 
from the above selected problems? Please 
clearly describe: 
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What should be the solutions in your view to 
cope with the above problems?: 
 

 
 

What are the most 4 important evaluation 
criteria in order to select appropriate Business 
Intelligence/Reporting Systems to work for 
your team?: 
 

(1) Functionality (e.g. drill down/drill through in the form of 
ad hoc queries/what if scenarios, or the functions that 
particularly support for banking business). 

(2) Flexibility (including the ability to support several data 
types). 

(3) Performance (processing speed and multiple processing). 
(4) Security (including the use of user IDs/password). 
(5) Resonable Cost. 
(6) Ease of use (for business users). 
(7) Ease of development (e.g. short learning curve). 

If there exist other problems apart from the 
above choices, please describe: 
 

 

What are the features of Business 
Intelligence/Reporting Tools you consider the 
most important to work for your team (i.e. 
banking business)?: 
 

(1) Reporting. 
(2) Online analytical processing (online and multi-dimensional 

analytical queries for complex analysis with a rapid 
execution time). 

(3) Historical analytics. 
(4) Data mining (extracting patterns from large data sets of 

information by combining methods from statistics and 
artificial intelligence). 

(5) Regulatory compliance and risk management. 
(6) Business performance management (feature that provides 

selection of goals, consolidation of measurement 
information relevant to these goals, and interventions made 
by manager to improve future performance). 

(7) Performance budgeting (provides explanation why the 
money is being spent, and a way to allocate resources based 
on program goals and measured results). 

(8) Predictive analytics (uses variety of statistical techniques to 
analyze current and historical facts to make predictions 
about future events). 

(9) Executive dashboard (digital dashboard that provides easy-
to-read graphical user interface for executives which 
presents measured value or prediction). 

(10) Benchmarking (evaluates activities 
quantitatively in relation to the others who perceived to 
behave the best in their respective business). 
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Appendix B: 

Vintage Analysis 

 

Data Vintage MOB0  MOB1  MOB2  MOB3  MOB4  MOB5  MOB6  MOB7  MOB8  MOB9  MOB10  MOB11  MOB12  

#Account 2011                           

30+ 
Account 

              90+ 
Account 

              

NCL 
              MOB = Monthly snapshot information (MOB0 = current month snapshot information, MOB1 = 1 month past snapshot 

information, MOB2 = 2 month past snapshot information, …, MOB12 = 12 month past snapshot informations) 
#Account = Number of total delinquent amount 
30+ Account = Number of 30 days past due delinquent accounts  
90+ Account = Number of  90 days past due delinquent accounts 
NCL = Number of Net Credit Loss / Write-off  accounts (over 360 days) 
 

Data Vintage MOB0  MOB1  MOB2  MOB3  MOB4  MOB5  MOB6  MOB7  MOB8  MOB9  MOB10  MOB11  MOB12  

30+Amt 2011                           

90+Amt 
              

ENR 
              30+Amt = 30 days past due delinquent amount 

90+Amt = 90 days past due delinquent amount 
ENR = Ending net receivable amount 
 

Data Vintage MOB0  MOB1  MOB2  MOB3  MOB4  MOB5  MOB6  MOB7  MOB8  MOB9  
MOB1

0  MOB11  MOB12  

30+ 
%Account 2011                           

90+ 
%Account 

              30+ 
%ENR 

              90+ 
%ENR 

              30+ %Account = (Number of 30 days past due delinquent accounts *100)/Number of total delinquent amount, by each MOB 
90+ %Account = (Number of 90 days past due delinquent accounts *100)/Number of total delinquent amount, by each MOB 
30+ %ENR = (30 days past due delinquent amount*100)/ Ending net receivable amount, by each MOB 
90+ %ENR = (90 days past due delinquent amount*100)/ Ending net receivable amount, by each MOB 
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Appendix C: 

Card Approval Rate Overview 
 

(A) #Booked/#Rejected/#TTD Jan-11 Feb-11 … Dec-11 
 

YTD2011 

Existing     2      1  
 

…          1  
 

      4  

New To Bank      2      3  
 

…          2  
 

      7  

Total     4     4  
 

…          3 
 

      11  
TTD = Through the door/Total processed application (#Booked + #Rejected) 
 

(B) %Approval Rate Jan-11 Feb-11 … Dec-11 
 

YTD2011 

Existing        50.00  
       

33.33  
 

…  
          

33.33  
 

100.00 

New To Bank 100.00 100.00 
 

…  100.00 
 

40.00 

Total        66.67  
       

66.67  
 

…  
          

60.00  
 

64.71 
%Approval Rate = (#Booked*100)/ #TTD 
 

(C) %TTD Distribution Jan-11 Feb-11 … Dec-11 
 

YTD2011 

Existing 66.67 50.00 
 

…  60.00 
 

41.18 

New To Bank 33.33 50.00 
 

…  40.00 
 

58.82 

Total 100.00 100.00 
 

…  100.00 
 

100.00 
%TTD Distribution = #TTD (Existing or New to Bank) / #Total TTD 
 

(D) %Booked Distribution Jan-11 Feb-11 … Dec-11 
 

YTD2011 

Existing 50.00 25.00 
 

…  33.33 
 

63.64 

New To Bank 50.00 75.00 
 

…  66.67 
 

36.36 

Total 100.00 100.00 
 

…  100.00 
 

100.00 
   %Booked Distribution = #Booked (Existing or New to Bank) / #Total Booked 
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Card Approval Rate by Segment 

 
Report structure is the almost same as Card Approval Rate Overview, i.e. #Booked / #Rejected / 
#TTD, %Approval Rate, %TTD Distribution, and  %Booked Distribution. The only difference is to 
add other segmentations such as Income Range, Employment Type, Card Type, Sales Channel Type, 
and Region.   
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Appendix D: 

Balance Sheet 

 
Data Element Data Type Description Remark 
Organization Id  FI Code  Value = ‘024’  
Branch Code Branch Code  (1) GGL Table: mapping with Branch 

Code + Cost Center Code + IOC 
Indicator  
 
(2) Loan Table, Trade Table: 
mapping with Cust Table  
 

 

Reporting Group Id Classification '116002' : Solo set  
'116003' : All domestic br.  

* IOC Indicator ‘0’ is 
for domestic br. 
 

Data Set Date  Date Snapshot Date   
Balance Sheet Item  Classification  (1) Mapping with GGL Table: GL 

Code  
(2) Mapping with Loan Table: Product 
Code + Part Code  
(3) Mapping with Trade Table: 
Product Code + Product Sub Code  
 

 

Balance Sheet Amount 
Type 

Classification ‘14028’ : Beginning Balance (submit 
‘0’)  
'14034' : Ending Balance 

* Submit data only for 
‘14034’.  
* Only select GL Class 
Key = ‘A’ 
 

Balance Sheet Amount Amount (1) GGL Table: GL Amt in Reporting 
Country Currency  
(2) Loan Table: Amt in Country - 
Unearned Amt – Unrealized Amt  
(3) Trade Table: Transaction Amt  
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Appendix E: 

Questionnaire: Feedback Evaluation 

 
This questionnaire aims to get your feedback after using In-memory Business Intelligence software 
(Qlikview). Please answer the following questions and give your personal opinion towards the 
software’s usability and functions compared with your own existing Business Intelligence/Reporting 
software. You may need to give a score by filling a number between 0-25. (0 = lowest, 25 = highest) 
*Note: you can easily calculate score for each question by diving the total score into different number 
of sub-questions, and then mark down the points for each sub-questions. 
 
Ease of use (for business users) 

(1) What is your opinion regarding the ease of use for report viewing with In-memory BI software?  
Is the user interface friendly for report viewing (e.g. tables, charts, animations, interactive 
interface)?   
Is it convenient enough to view reports in tables / charts / dashboards / list boxes / etc?  
Did you find it is troublesome to view information by means of ‘Point-and-Click’ technique?  
What do you think about the way to present data in associative way (after selection of a 
specific value, all related data are displayed) compared with your own primitive way?  
Did you find it is troublesome to work with other software functions for report viewing (e.g. 
searching, export files to other formats)?  
Etc.  

_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Score:  

2. Your existing BI/Reporting software _____________ / 25 
points 

3. In-memory Business Intelligence _____________ / 25 
points 

 
Ease of development 

(2) What is your opinion regarding the ease of developmentwith In-memory BI software?  
Is it easy to build reports in tables / charts / etc? 
Is the user interface friendly for development (e.g. sheet objects, expression windows, sheet 
object property windows, table viewer, etc)? 
How do you think about ‘Automatic join’ feature? Is it convenient or troublesome for your 
development?  
Does it take too much time to understand how it works in order to build reports? 
Is to going to take a long learning curve to get used to with the software? 
Does it require more / less effort for the development compared with traditional BI software 
(e.g. expertise of programming or script writing)? 
Is it easy to figure out the problem (e.g. debugging) when things go wrong? 
Etc. 

_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Score:  
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4. Your existing BI/Reporting software _____________ / 25 
points 

5. In-memory Business Intelligence _____________ / 25 
points 

 
Functionality 

(3) What is your opinion regarding the In-memory BI software functionality?  
Does In-memory BI software provide enough useful features (e.g. charts, drill down, 
automatically join, aggregation / conditional / financial function, etc.) to work for your team 
(i.e. banking business)? 

• To check on aggregation / conditional / financial function, right-click on the table or chart 
>Properties> go to Expression tab > click Add>Function> select Function Category, 
and the see all Function Names. 

Is ‘Point-and-Click’ feature applicable to work for your team? Do you prefer it? 
Is ‘Automatic join’ feature applicable to work for your team? Do you prefer it? 
Is ‘Charts’ (bar chart, line chart, combo chart, executive dashboard, etc.) feature applicable to 
work for your team? 
Is ‘Charts’ feature applicable to create benchmarking (Trellis and Trendlines function)? 
Does the software provide enough ‘statistical functions’ to work for your team? 

• Fractile, Kurtosis, Correlation, Average, Std Deviation, Skewness, Mode, Median, Std 
Error, Linear Regression 

• Chi2 distribution, Normal distribution, Cumulative normal distribution, T-distribution, F-
distribution 

• Chi2-test, T-test, Z-test.  
 
Does the software lack of any other important functions that are available in your own existing 
BI/Reporting software? 
Etc. 

_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Score:  

6. Your existing BI/Reporting software _____________ / 25 
points 

7. In-memory Business Intelligence _____________ / 25 
points 

 
Flexibility 

(4) What is your opinion regarding the flexibilityof In-memory BI software?  
Is it easy to adjust the reports when business requirements change? 
Is it easy to change the reports in different types? 
Does In-memory BI software support enough several types of data?  

• Its supported file formats include: Delimited files (.csv, .txt, .tab, etc.), Excel files (.xls, 
.xlsx, etc.), HTML files (.html, .php, etc.), Fixed files (.fix, .dat), XML file, Dif files, 
Qlikview Data File (.qvd), and Qlikview Data Exchange File (.qvx).  
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• For other types of database files (e.g. .dbf, .mdf), an installation of specific ODBC / 
OLEDB driver is needed beforehand. 

Etc. 
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Score:  

8. Your existing BI/Reporting software _____________ / 25 
points 

9. In-memory Business Intelligence _____________ / 25 
points 

 
 
Performance 

 
(Will be tested by simulation on a separated Database Sever) 

 
 

(5) What are the in-memory business intelligence software advantages and disadvantages in your 
view? 
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

(6) After testing, do you think whether in-memory business intelligence software is appropriate for 
your business rather than your own existing business intelligence / reporting software or not? 
Why? Please explain. 
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix F: 

Vintage Analysis Report on QlikView 
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Appendix G: 

Approval Rate Overview and Approval Rate by Segment Report on 
QlikView 
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Appendix H: 

Balance Sheet Report on QlikView 
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Appendix I: 

Python Script for CPU Usage Monitoring 
 
 
import datetime, psutil, sys, time 
 
target_file = open("output.txt", "w") 
qlikview_pid   = int(sys.argv[1]) 
qlikview_process = psutil.Process(qlikview_pid) 
num_tests   = int(sys.argv[2]) 
period = float(sys.argv[3]) 
for i in range(0, num_tests): 
        cpu_util = qlikview_process.get_cpu_percent(interval=period) 
 timestamp = str(datetime.datetime.now().hour) + ":" + 
str(datetime.datetime.now().minute)  + ":" + 
str(datetime.datetime.now().second) + "." + 
str(datetime.datetime.now().microsecond)  
 print timestamp + "\t" + str(cpu_util) 
 target_file.write(timestamp + "\t" + str(cpu_util) + "\n") 
 #time.sleep(1) 
target_file.close()  
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Appendix J: 

Table Structures for Performance Test Simulation 

 
Table 1: 
 

ID Column Name Data Type 

1 ROWID NUMBER (38) 

2 PROCESS DATE DATE 

3 PROGRAMID NUMBER (38) 

4 RECORD STATUS VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

5 FIELD1 (PK1) VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

6 FIELD2 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

7 FIELD3 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

8 FIELD4 NUMBER (38,10) 

9 FIELD5 DATE 

10 FIELD6 NUMBER (38) 

11 FIELD7 VARCHAR2 (32 Byte) 

12 FIELD8 VARCHAR2 (70 Byte) 

 
Table 2: 
 

ID Column Name Data Type 

1 ROWID NUMBER (38) 

2 PROCESS DATE DATE 

3 PROGRAMID NUMBER (38) 

4 RECORD STATUS VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

5 FIELD1 (PK1) VARCHAR2 (13 Byte) 

6 FIELD2 VARCHAR2 (13 Byte) 

7 FIELD3 VARCHAR2 (13 Byte) 

8 FIELD4 DATE 

9 FIELD5 DATE 

10 FIELD6 DATE 

11 FIELD7 DATE 

12 FIELD8 DATE 

13 FIELD9 VARCHAR2 (5 Byte) 

14 FIELD10 VARCHAR2 (30 Byte) 

15 FIELD11 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

16 FIELD12 NUMBER (38,10) 

17 FIELD13 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

18 FIELD14 NUMBER (38,10) 

19 FIELD15 NUMBER (38,10) 

20 FIELD16 NUMBER (38,10) 

21 FIELD17 NUMBER (38,10) 

22 FIELD18 NUMBER (38,10) 
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23 FIELD19 NUMBER (38,10) 

24 FIELD20 NUMBER (38,10) 

25 FIELD21 DATE 

26 FIELD22 VARCHAR2 (10 Byte) 

27 FIELD23 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

28 FIELD24 VARCHAR2 (5 Byte) 

29 FIELD25 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

30 FIELD26 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

31 FIELD27 VARCHAR2 (4 Byte) 

32 FIELD28 VARCHAR2 (20 Byte) 

33 FIELD29 VARCHAR2 (20 Byte) 

34 FIELD30 VARCHAR2 (6 Byte) 

35 FIELD31 VARCHAR2 (8 Byte) 

36 FIELD32 VARCHAR2 (15 Byte) 

37 FIELD33 VARCHAR2 (15 Byte) 

38 FIELD34 VARCHAR2 (15 Byte) 

39 FIELD35 VARCHAR2 (15 Byte) 

40 FIELD36 VARCHAR2 (15 Byte) 

41 FIELD37 VARCHAR2 (5 Byte) 

42 FIELD38 DATE 

43 FIELD39 VARCHAR2 (50 Byte) 

44 FIELD40 VARCHAR2 (50 Byte) 

45 FIELD41 NUMBER (38,10) 

46 FIELD42 NUMBER (38,10) 

47 FIELD43 NUMBER (38,10) 

48 FIELD44 VARCHAR2 (6 Byte) 

49 FIELD45 DATE 

50 FIELD46 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

51 FIELD47 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

52 FIELD48 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

53 FIELD49 VARCHAR2 (6 Byte) 

54 FIELD50 VARCHAR2 (6 Byte) 

55 FIELD51 NUMBER (38,10) 

56 FIELD52 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

57 FIELD53 NUMBER (38,10) 

58 FIELD54 NUMBER (38,10) 

59 FIELD55 VARCHAR2 (32 Byte) 

60 FIELD56 NUMBER (38) 

61 FIELD57 VARCHAR2 (70 Byte) 

 

Table 3: 
 

ID Column Name Data Type 

1 ROWID NUMBER (38) 
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2 PROCESS DATE DATE 

3 PROGRAMID NUMBER (38) 

4 RECORD STATUS VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

5 FIELD1 (PK1) VARCHAR2 (14 Byte) 

6 FIELD2 DATE 

7 FIELD3 DATE 

8 FIELD4 DATE 

9 FIELD5 VARCHAR2 (10 Byte) 

10 FIELD6 VARCHAR2 (10 Byte) 

11 FIELD7 VARCHAR2 (6 Byte) 

12 FIELD8 VARCHAR2 (6 Byte) 

13 FIELD9 VARCHAR2 (30 Byte) 

14 FIELD10 NUMBER (38,10) 

15 FIELD11 NUMBER (38,10) 

16 FIELD12 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

17 FIELD13 NUMBER (38,10) 

18 FIELD14 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

19 FIELD15 NUMBER (38,10) 

20 FIELD16 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

21 FIELD17 NUMBER (38,10) 

22 FIELD18 VARCHAR2 (105 Byte) 

23 FIELD19 VARCHAR2 (20 Byte) 

24 FIELD20 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

25 FIELD21 DATE 

26 FIELD22 VARCHAR2 (10 Byte) 

27 FIELD23 VARCHAR2 (5 Byte) 

28 FIELD24 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

29 FIELD25 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

30 FIELD26 VARCHAR2 (8 Byte) 

31 FIELD27 VARCHAR2 (4 Byte) 

32 FIELD28 VARCHAR2 (20 Byte) 

33 FIELD29 VARCHAR2 (20 Byte) 

34 FIELD30 VARCHAR2 (6 Byte) 

35 FIELD31 VARCHAR2 (8 Byte) 

36 FIELD32 VARCHAR2 (15 Byte) 

37 FIELD33 VARCHAR2 (15 Byte) 

38 FIELD34 VARCHAR2 (15 Byte) 

39 FIELD35 VARCHAR2 (15 Byte) 

40 FIELD36 VARCHAR2 (15 Byte) 

41 FIELD37 VARCHAR2 (5 Byte) 

42 FIELD38 DATE 

43 FIELD39 VARCHAR2 (6 Byte) 

44 FIELD40 DATE 

45 FIELD41 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 
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46 FIELD42 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

47 FIELD43 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

48 FIELD44 NUMBER (38,10) 

49 FIELD45 VARCHAR2 (9 Byte) 

50 FIELD46 VARCHAR2 (50 Byte) 

51 FIELD47 VARCHAR2 (50 Byte) 

52 FIELD48 NUMBER (38,10) 

53 FIELD49 NUMBER (38,10) 

54 FIELD50 NUMBER (38,10) 

55 FIELD51 DATE 

56 FIELD52 DATE 

57 FIELD53 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

58 FIELD54 NUMBER (38,10) 

59 FIELD55 NUMBER (38,10) 

60 FIELD56 NUMBER (38) 

61 FIELD57 VARCHAR2 (32 Byte) 

62 FIELD58 VARCHAR2 (70 Byte) 

 
 
Table 4: 
 
ID Column Name Data Type 

1 ROWID NUMBER (38) 

2 PROCESS DATE DATE 

3 PROGRAMID NUMBER (38) 

4 RECORD STATUS VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

5 FIELD1 (PK2) VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

6 FIELD2 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

7 FIELD3 NUMBER (38,10) 

8 FIELD4 NUMBER (38,10) 

9 FIELD5 (FK1) VARCHAR2 (32 Byte) 

10 FIELD6 NUMBER (38) 

11 FIELD7 VARCHAR2 (70 Byte) 

12 FIELD8 VARCHAR2 (50 Byte) 

13 FIELD9 NUMBER (38,10) 

14 FIELD10 NUMBER (38,10) 

15 FIELD11 NUMBER (38,10) 

16 FIELD12 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

17 FIELD13 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

18 FIELD14 NUMBER (38,10) 

19 FIELD15 VARCHAR2 (40 Byte) 

20 FIELD16 VARCHAR2 (40 Byte) 

21 FIELD17 VARCHAR2 (19 Byte) 

22 FIELD18 NUMBER (38,10) 

23 FIELD19 VARCHAR2 (19 Byte) 
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24 FIELD20 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

25 FIELD21 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

26 FIELD22 VARCHAR2 (19 Byte) 

27 FIELD23 VARCHAR2 (19 Byte) 

28 FIELD24 VARCHAR2 (19 Byte) 

29 FIELD25 VARCHAR2 (19 Byte) 

30 FIELD26 VARCHAR2 (19 Byte) 

31 FIELD27 VARCHAR2 (19 Byte) 

32 FIELD28 VARCHAR2 (19 Byte) 

33 FIELD29 VARCHAR2 (19 Byte) 

34 FIELD30 VARCHAR2 (19 Byte) 

35 FIELD31 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

36 FIELD32 VARCHAR2 (4 Byte) 

37 FIELD33 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

38 FIELD34 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

39 FIELD35 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

40 FIELD36 VARCHAR2 (2 Byte) 

41 FIELD37 VARCHAR2 (20 Byte) 

42 FIELD38 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

43 FIELD39 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

44 FIELD40 NUMBER (38,10) 

45 FIELD41 NUMBER (38,10) 

46 FIELD42 VARCHAR2 (4 Byte) 

47 FIELD43 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

48 FIELD44 DATE 

49 FIELD45 DATE 

50 FIELD46 DATE 

51 FIELD47 DATE 

52 FIELD48 DATE 

53 FIELD49 NUMBER (38,10) 

54 FIELD50 NUMBER (38,10) 

55 FIELD51 VARCHAR2 (8 Byte) 

56 FIELD52 NUMBER (38,10) 

57 FIELD53 NUMBER (38,10) 

58 FIELD54 VARCHAR2 (8 Byte) 

59 FIELD55 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

60 FIELD56 DATE 

61 FIELD57 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

62 FIELD58 NUMBER (38,10) 

63 FIELD59 NUMBER (38,10) 

64 FIELD60 NUMBER (38,10) 

65 FIELD61 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

66 FIELD62 VARCHAR2 (6 Byte) 
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Table 5: 
 

ID Column Name Data Type 

1 ROWID NUMBER (38) 

2 PROCESS DATE DATE 

3 PROGRAMID NUMBER (38) 

4 RECORD STATUS VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

5 FIELD1 (PK1) VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

6 FIELD2 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

7 FIELD3 NUMBER (38,10) 

8 FIELD4 NUMBER (38,10) 

9 FIELD5 VARCHAR2 (32 Byte) 

10 FIELD6 NUMBER (38) 

11 FIELD7 VARCHAR2 (70 Byte) 

12 FIELD8 VARCHAR2 (50 Byte) 

13 FIELD9 NUMBER (38,10) 

14 FIELD10 NUMBER (38,10) 

15 FIELD11 NUMBER (38,10) 

16 FIELD12 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

17 FIELD13 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

18 FIELD14 VARCHAR2 (19 Byte) 

19 FIELD15 VARCHAR2 (40 Byte) 

20 FIELD16 VARCHAR2 (40 Byte) 

21 FIELD17 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

22 FIELD18 VARCHAR2 (2 Byte) 

23 FIELD19 VARCHAR2 (20 Byte) 

24 FIELD20 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

25 FIELD21 VARCHAR2 (4 Byte) 

26 FIELD22 VARCHAR2 (4 Byte) 

27 FIELD23 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

28 FIELD24 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

29 FIELD25 VARCHAR2 (19 Byte) 

30 FIELD26 VARCHAR2 (19 Byte) 

31 FIELD27 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

32 FIELD28 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

33 FIELD29 VARCHAR2 (19 Byte) 

34 FIELD30 VARCHAR2 (19 Byte) 

35 FIELD31 VARCHAR2 (19 Byte) 

36 FIELD32 VARCHAR2 (19 Byte) 

37 FIELD33 VARCHAR2 (19 Byte) 

38 FIELD34 VARCHAR2 (19 Byte) 

39 FIELD35 VARCHAR2 (19 Byte) 

40 FIELD36 VARCHAR2 (19 Byte) 

41 FIELD37 VARCHAR2 (19 Byte) 
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42 FIELD38 VARCHAR2 (2 Byte) 

43 FIELD39 VARCHAR2 (6 Byte) 

44 FIELD40 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

45 FIELD41 DATE 

46 FIELD42 DATE 

47 FIELD43 NUMBER (38,10) 

48 FIELD44 NUMBER (38,10) 

49 FIELD45 VARCHAR2 (8 Byte) 

50 FIELD46 NUMBER (38,10) 

51 FIELD47 NUMBER (38,10) 

52 FIELD48 NUMBER (38,10) 

53 FIELD49 VARCHAR2 (8 Byte) 

54 FIELD50 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

55 FIELD51 DATE 

56 FIELD52 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

57 FIELD53 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

58 FIELD54 VARCHAR2 (6 Byte) 

59 FIELD55 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

60 FIELD56 NUMBER (38,10) 

61 FIELD57 NUMBER (38,10) 

62 FIELD58 DATE 

63 FIELD59 NUMBER (38,10) 

64 FIELD60 NUMBER (38,10) 

65 FIELD61 NUMBER (38,10) 

66 FIELD62 NUMBER (38,10) 

67 FIELD63 NUMBER (38,10) 

68 FIELD64 NUMBER (38,10) 

69 FIELD65 NUMBER (38,10) 

70 FIELD66 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

71 FIELD67 NUMBER (38,10) 

 
Table 6: 
 

ID Column Name Data Type 

1 ROWID NUMBER (38) 

2 PROCESS DATE DATE 

3 PROGRAMID NUMBER (38) 

4 RECORD STATUS VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

5 FIELD1 (PK2) VARCHAR2 (32 Byte) 

6 FIELD2 NUMBER (38) 

7 FIELD3 VARCHAR2 (70 Byte) 

8 FIELD4 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

9 FIELD5 NUMBER (38,10) 

10 FIELD6 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 
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11 FIELD7 VARCHAR2 (4 Byte) 

12 FIELD8 NUMBER (38,10) 

13 FIELD9 NUMBER (38,10) 

14 FIELD10 NUMBER (38,10) 

15 FIELD11 NUMBER (38,10) 

16 FIELD12 NUMBER (38,10) 

17 FIELD13 NUMBER (38,10) 

18 FIELD14 NUMBER (38,10) 

19 FIELD15 NUMBER (38,10) 

20 FIELD16 NUMBER (38,10) 

21 FIELD17 NUMBER (38,10) 

22 FIELD18 NUMBER (38,10) 

23 FIELD19 NUMBER (38,10) 

24 FIELD20 NUMBER (38,10) 

25 FIELD21 NUMBER (38,10) 

26 FIELD22 NUMBER (38,10) 

27 FIELD23 NUMBER (38,10) 

28 FIELD24 VARCHAR2 (2 Byte) 

29 FIELD25 VARCHAR2 (5 Byte) 

30 FIELD26 DATE 

 
Table 7: 
 

ID Column Name Data Type 

1 ROWID NUMBER (38) 

2 PROCESS DATE DATE 

3 PROGRAMID NUMBER (38) 

4 RECORD STATUS VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

5 FIELD1 (PK3) VARCHAR2 (32 Byte) 

6 FIELD2 NUMBER (38) 

7 FIELD3 VARCHAR2 (70 Byte) 

8 FIELD4 NUMBER (38,10) 

9 FIELD5 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

10 FIELD6 VARCHAR2 (4 Byte) 

11 FIELD7 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

12 FIELD8 DATE 

13 FIELD9 NUMBER (38,10) 

14 FIELD10 VARCHAR2 (5 Byte) 

15 FIELD11 DATE 

16 FIELD12 NUMBER (38,10) 

17 FIELD13 NUMBER (38,10) 

18 FIELD14 NUMBER (38,10) 

 
Table 8: 
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ID Column Name Data Type 

1 ROWID NUMBER (38) 

2 PROCESS DATE DATE 

3 PROGRAMID NUMBER (38) 

4 RECORD STATUS VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

5 FIELD1 (PK3) VARCHAR2 (32 Byte) 

6 FIELD2 NUMBER (38) 

7 FIELD3 (FK1) VARCHAR2 (70 Byte) 

8 FIELD4 NUMBER (38,10) 

9 FIELD5 NUMBER (38,10) 

10 FIELD6 VARCHAR2 (20 Byte) 

11 FIELD7 VARCHAR2 (20 Byte) 

12 FIELD8 VARCHAR2 (14 Byte) 

13 FIELD9 VARCHAR2 (4 Byte) 

14 FIELD10 DATE 

15 FIELD11 VARCHAR2 (10 Byte) 

16 FIELD12 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

17 FIELD13 NUMBER (38,10) 

18 FIELD14 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

19 FIELD15 VARCHAR2 (30 Byte) 

20 FIELD16 VARCHAR2 (2 Byte) 

21 FIELD17 DATE 

22 FIELD18 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

23 FIELD19 VARCHAR2 (5 Byte) 

24 FIELD20 VARCHAR2 (4 Byte) 

25 FIELD21 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

26 FIELD22 NUMBER (38,10) 

27 FIELD23 NUMBER (38,10) 

28 FIELD24 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

29 FIELD25 VARCHAR2 (120 Byte) 

30 FIELD26 VARCHAR2 (40 Byte) 

31 FIELD27 NUMBER (38,10) 

32 FIELD28 VARCHAR2 (6 Byte) 

33 FIELD29 VARCHAR2 (60 Byte) 

34 FIELD30 VARCHAR2 (2 Byte) 

35 FIELD31 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

36 FIELD32 VARCHAR2 (2 Byte) 

37 FIELD33 VARCHAR2 (20 Byte) 

38 FIELD34 VARCHAR2 (10 Byte) 

39 FIELD35 VARCHAR2 (10 Byte) 

40 FIELD36 DATE 

41 FIELD37 VARCHAR2 (8 Byte) 

42 FIELD38 VARCHAR2 (10 Byte) 

43 FIELD39 NUMBER (38,10) 
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Table 9: 
 

ID Column Name Data Type 

1 ROWID NUMBER (38) 

2 PROCESS DATE DATE 

3 PROGRAMID (PK3) NUMBER (38) 

4 RECORD STATUS VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

5 FIELD1 VARCHAR2 (14 Byte) 

6 FIELD2 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

7 FIELD3 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

8 FIELD4 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

9 FIELD5 VARCHAR2 (2 Byte) 

10 FIELD6 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

11 FIELD7 DATE 

12 FIELD8 DATE 

13 FIELD9 NUMBER (38,10) 

14 FIELD10 NUMBER (38,10) 

15 FIELD11 NUMBER (38,10) 

16 FIELD12 NUMBER (38,10) 

17 FIELD13 NUMBER (38,10) 

18 FIELD14 NUMBER (38,10) 

19 FIELD15 NUMBER (38,10) 

20 FIELD16 NUMBER (38,10) 

21 FIELD17 NUMBER (38,10) 

22 FIELD18 NUMBER (38,10) 

23 FIELD19 NUMBER (38,10) 

24 FIELD20 NUMBER (38,10) 

25 FIELD21 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

26 FIELD22 VARCHAR2 (30 Byte) 

27 FIELD23 DATE 

28 FIELD24 NUMBER (38,10) 

29 FIELD25 NUMBER (38,10) 

30 FIELD26 NUMBER (38,10) 

31 FIELD27 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

32 FIELD28 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

33 FIELD29 VARCHAR2 (10 Byte) 

34 FIELD30 DATE 

35 FIELD31 VARCHAR2 (19 Byte) 

36 FIELD32 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

37 FIELD33 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

38 FIELD34 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

39 FIELD35 NUMBER (38,10) 

40 FIELD36 NUMBER (38,10) 
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41 FIELD37 NUMBER (38,10) 

42 FIELD38 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

43 FIELD39 NUMBER (38,10) 

44 FIELD40 NUMBER (38,10) 

45 FIELD41 VARCHAR2 (32 Byte) 

46 FIELD42 NUMBER (38) 

47 FIELD43 VARCHAR2 (70 Byte) 

48 FIELD44 NUMBER (38,10) 

49 FIELD45 NUMBER (38,10) 

50 FIELD46 NUMBER (38,10) 

51 FIELD47 NUMBER (38,10) 

52 FIELD48 VARCHAR2 (255 Byte) 

53 FIELD49 NUMBER (38,10) 

54 FIELD50 NUMBER (38,10) 

55 FIELD51 NUMBER (38,10) 

56 FIELD52 NUMBER (38,10) 

57 FIELD53 DATE 

 
Table 10: 
 
ID Column Name Data Type 

1 ROWID NUMBER (38) 

2 PROCESS DATE DATE 

3 PROGRAMID (PK2) NUMBER (38) 

4 RECORD STATUS VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

5 FIELD1  (FK3) VARCHAR2 (4 Byte) 

6 FIELD2 VARCHAR2 (4 Byte) 

7 FIELD3 VARCHAR2 (10 Byte) 

8 FIELD4 VARCHAR2 (50 Byte) 

9 FIELD5 VARCHAR2 (4 Byte) 

10 FIELD6 VARCHAR2 (3 Byte) 

11 FIELD7 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

12 FIELD8 NUMBER (38,10) 

13 FIELD9 NUMBER (38,10) 

14 FIELD10 DATE 

15 FIELD11 VARCHAR2 (5 Byte) 

16 FIELD12 DATE 

17 FIELD13 VARCHAR2 (9 Byte) 

18 FIELD14 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

19 FIELD15 NUMBER (38,10) 

20 FIELD16 NUMBER (38,10) 

21 FIELD17 NUMBER (38,10) 

22 FIELD18 VARCHAR2 (1 Byte) 

23 FIELD19 NUMBER (38,10) 
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24 FIELD20 NUMBER (38,10) 

25 FIELD21 NUMBER (38) 

26 FIELD22 VARCHAR2 (32 Byte) 

27 FIELD23 VARCHAR2 (70 Byte) 
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